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Response to Comm€nts Received on proposed
Permit Modiflcatlons for the Fields Point, Bucklin polnt,

Woonsocket and East Providence WWTFs.

From December 28, 2004 to February 1 1 , 2005, the Rhode lsland Department of Environmental
Management (DEM) solicited public comment on draft Rhode lsland Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (RIPDES) permit modifications for the Fields Point, Bucklin Point,
Woonsocket, and East Providence Wastewater Treatment Facilities (WWTFs), The following is
a..synopsis of the signiflcant written comments and oral (a public hearing was held on February
8'n) received and the DEM's resoonse to those comments.

Commenter;

Audubon Society of Rhode Island
Eugenia Marks
Director of Policy and Publicalions
And
Jennifer West
Policy Assistant
12 Sanderson Road
Smithfield, Rl 02917-2600

Comment:

The Audubon Society of Rhode lsland (ASRI) extended theh support for the proposed
permit modifications and indicated that they felt that setting wastewater nitrogen
discharge limits is a oritical component jn reaching the goal of so-percent reduction of
nitrogen as set by the 2004 Rhode lsland General Assembly. However, ASRI did have
the following comments regarding the proposed p€rmit modifications:

'1, ASRI commenled that lower nitrogen discharge limits have been set in other reglons
of the U.S. and cited limits are set at 3.0 mg/l for the Chesapeake Bay and In parts of
Florida, and 4 mg/l at a Wareham, MA wastewater treatment plant, The goal should
be to reduce nutrient discharges as much as possible through increasingly available
technological additions or improvements.

Response:

The document that DEl,4 developed to support the draft permit modifications ''Evaluation
of Nitrogen Targets and WWTF Load Reductions for the Providence and Seekonk
Rivers" (the "DEl\,4 evaluation") suggests that limit-oltechnology treatment is required to
meet water quality standards. Given the high cost of limit-of-technology treatment,
performance of available treatment technologies, the degree of uncertainty associated
with the analysis and DEM'S recent proposal to adopt EPA's recommended changes to
the dissolved oxygen criteria, a phased implementation plan was developed. The
phased approach is consistent with EPA's guidance document titled Guidanc6 for Water
Qualitv-Based Decisions: The TMDL Process and it includes limits as part of the first
phase that, once implemented, will achieve the 50% reductions targeted by RIGL S 46-
12-2(f). While it is true that: technology is available to achieve lower WWTF nitrogen
concentrations and NPDES permits in other states have been issued wlth lower limits,
Rule 8D(3)10 of the Rl Water Quality Regulations states lhat the Director may assign
site specific limits based on reasonable best avallable iechnologies and for the reasons
noted above it is DEM's position thatthe proposed implementation approach is
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appropriate. An integral component of this phased implementation approach is adequate
monitoring and assessment of water quality changes lo determine if additlonal
reductions are necessary to meet water quality standards.

Comment:

2. ASRI commented thatthe 8.0 mg/l limit set for East Providence could prove to be
high, particularly due to the East Providence facllity's situation farther south than the
other three facilities (the higher salinity in that reach of the bay affecting nitrogen
impacts), and the characieristic short flushing time ofthe Providence River. Along
the same llnes, there was no mention of phosphorus loading in the permit
modification, which is particularly important to consider for facilities such as Bucklin
Point and Woonsocket, which receive considerable freshwator input due to their
location on the landscape. In addition, slnce wastewater itself is a freshwater input,
the effect of phosphorus even at East Providence needs further analysis.

Response:

The East Providence WWTF was assigned a higher nitrogen limit because the benefits
to the Providence and Seekonk Rivers of reducing the draft permit lirnit from 8 mg/l to 5
mg/l is significantly less than other facilities assigned a limit of 5 mg/j. The primary
reason is thai East Providence WWTF's lower design flow results in an incremental
loading reduction, which is not warranted at this tim6.

The permit modifications did not include phosphorus limits for the Bucklin Point and East
Providence WWTFS primarily because these facilities dlscharge into brackish receiving
waters, and nitrogen ls the limiting pollutant, Any impacts on salinity caused by the
discharge of wastewater aren't expected to result in ecosystem changos that requile
phosphorus limits to protect these reoeiving waters. Please note thal lhs Woonsocket
\ryWTF's cunent permit (issued in 2000) does contain a phosphorus limit which was
developed as part of a joint EPA, Massachusefts and Rhode lsland analysis of the
oxygen conditions in the Blackstone River.

Comment:

3. ASRI commented that, while the proposed permlt changes would establish seasonal
total nitrogen limits from April through October, and that the wastewater treatment
facilities are only required to "continus to operate all available treatment equipment
throughout the rest of the year in ordor to maximize the benefits of the wastgwater
treatment facility improvements". The fact ihat nitrogen loading throughout the year
contributes to the pool of nitrogan available for uptake for phytoplankton must be
taken into consideration. The cycling and fate of nitrogen is the critical factof
throughout the year.

Responsei

Whlle nitrogen loading throughout the year has the potential to contribute to the pool of
nitrogen available during critical periods, the general consensus of partioipants in the
technical advisory committee that DEM established to assist with efforts to develop a
water quallty model and TMDL for the Providence and Seekonk Rivers was that the
winter contributlon is not significant, This is also supported by work complsted by
Doering et. al. (1990) which concluded that thelr analysis and previous mesocosm
experimenl data showed that dissolved nitrogen concentrations in the Providence and
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seekonk Rivers resurt form externar sources, whire rower portions of the bay are rargery
drlven by internal recycling.

Nevertheless, DEI\'r incruded a permit condition, which requires that the facility continue
to operate all avairabre treatment equipment throughout the rest of the year in order to
maximize the nitrogen removar beneflts. Due to thl heavy dependence ot oiorogicat
nutrient removar on temperarure, the costs associated with year-round rimits woird be
significantly greater than the cost to achieve the seasonal limits and are not beino
imposed until information is available to indicate they afe necessary,

Comment:

4' The relationship between nltrogen inputs and dissorved oxygen levels in the Bay as
wetl as what standards have been appiied is not addressed ln the permit
modifications. urtimately, the proposed nitrogen discharge limits are based on cost,
not the MERL experiment results or other practical scientific applications. As
explained in the permit modifications, because of the aforemeniioned issues a
phased implementation. of standards wi take place. ASRI commented that they are
concerned that future phases may take quite a long time to be implemented.

Response:

For the reasons noted above, DEM believes that a phased approach is prudent and
appropriate. Furthermore, tho first phase represents a significant reduction and may
result in compliance with the recenfly proposed EpA dissolved oxygen guidelines. RrGL
S 46-12-2(f) required that RIDEM issue proposed permit modificatijns Oiy Luly 1, 2004, ;
achieve an overall goal of reducing nitrogen loadings from \rVWTFs by fifty percent (5o%)
by December 31 , 2008. upon issuance of the finalhodificaflons, it is-anticipateo lrit tnepermittees will appeal the permits and enter a consent agreement with DEM, which will
include the December 2008 tapet date for completion oiconstruction. During the facilily
pranning and design process, DEM wl encourage permittees to ensure that the wwrF
modifications can be expanded in the future lf necessary.

once construction is completed, an integral component of this phased imprementation
Sppro.ach ls adequate monitoring and assessment of water quarity changes to determine
lf additional reductions are neoessary to meet water quality standirds. dEM, in
partnership with Narragansett Bay National Estuarine Res6arch Reserv€. the
Naffagansett Bay Commission, Universlty of Rhode lsland, and Roger Williams
university, will be increasing the number of continuous water qualitf monltoring stations
to at least 13 by the summer of 2005. rvronitoring at these stations wi be used-to
determine what additlonar reductions wi be necossary as part of the future phases of
nutrient reductions.

It.should be noted that progress toward reducing Rl wwrF nitrogen roductions has
aheady been accomplished. wwrF modifications that have arreidy been compreted or
will be completed in the near future are anticipated to produca a 34% reduction of the
95-96 loadings from the 11 targeted wwrFs (the degree of reduction will decrine as
WWTFS flows increase toward the jr approved design flows),

Comment:

5. ASRI commented that an integral component of ths phased implementation
approach is monitoring and assessment of water quality. Thus it is very important
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that RIDEM and partners increase the number of continuous water quarity monitoring
stations jn Narragans6tt Bay,

Response:

DEM agrees that an assessment plan is needed to determine the need for future tiohter
restrictions. As not6d in the DEM evaluation an integral component of this phased
irnplementation approach is adequate monitoring and assessment of watei quality
changes to determine if additional reductions are necessary to meet water quality
standards. DElvl, in partnership with Narragansett Bay National Estuarine Research
Re.serve, the Narragansett Bay Commission, University of RhodB lsland, and Roger
Wililams University, will be increasing the number of continuous water quality moirltoring
stations tg at least 13 by the summer of 200s. EpA is currently seeking a contractor to 

-

assist DEM with the davelopment of methods to review continuous time series
measurements of dissolved oxygen for compliance with EpA's October 2000
recommended ambient water quality oriteria.

Comment:

6. Finally' while RIDEM identified nitrogen discharge from wastewater treatment plants
as the primary cause of the historlc clam and fish kills of the summer of 2003 and
similar events rast summer, the primary source of nitrogen in Rhode lsland's waters
is atmospheric. Both government and industry must take steps to reduce nitrogen
emissions to air. lt is jmportant to also include a section that sducates all Rhod;e
lslanders on other sources (particularly non-point sources) of nitrogen inputs such as
fertilizers and animal waste from deveiopacl and agricultural lands.-

Response:

Besides wastewater treatment facilities, there are many other sources of nltrogen to the
Providence and seekonk Rivers, including storm water, lsDS systems, and atmospheric
deposition. However, several available analyses agree that wwrFs represent the maior
source of nitrogen to the Bay (Pryor 2004). These analyses considered atmospheric
deposition, rivers/streams, urban runoff and WWTFs, As required by Rl Geneial Law 46_
12-3(25) DEI/ developed a document enti ed',plan for Managlng Nutrient Loadings to
Rhode lsland Waters". The Plan underscores the importance ofthe seVeral other
pollution prevention and treatment measures that are belng implemented by DEM,
CRMC, and other agencies to reduce nutrients from these other sources.

Water quality restoration plans addressing nutrient impairments are underway fot a
numbej of coastal embayments and rlv6rs discharging to the Bay, including Greenwich
Bay, Kickemuit River and Reservoir, and palmer River. These plans identifu sources of
nutrients and necessary actions to restore water quallty, including both point source and
non-point sources of pollution.

Also, many efforts are underway to prevent water quality impacts associated with storm
watef runof{ in undeveloped areas, and to enhance the treatment and management of
storm water from urban and agricultural areas. These include initiatives such as Grow
Smart Rl and the Governois Grolvth planning Council; watershed-based proiect to
identify, protect and restore riparian buffers; and publi€ education and municibal
assistance efforts to encourage low impact development. In addition, the RlpbES
Program is working the staie Department of Transportation and 36 municipalities on a
major effort to better manage urban storm water through the development and
implementatjon of storm water managernent plans.
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Commenter:

Conseruation Law Foundation
Christopher A. D'Ovidio, Esq,
Director of Rhode lsland Advocacv
55 Dorrance Street
Providence. Rl 02903

Comment:

The Conservation Law Foundation (CLF) commented that, while they generally support
the DEM's position to reduce nitrogen loading, CLF believes that:

1. CLF commented that while the DEM acknowledges the need to reduce nihogen
loading to reduce excessive algal growth and maximize dlssolved oxygen levels, the
DEM also concludes that technology would allow WWTFs to reduce total nitrogen to
3 mg/|. However, the DEM is only requiring reductions to S mg/l for Bucklin point,
Field's Point and Woonsocket WWTFS and 8 mg/l for the East providenco WWTF
and concedes that these proposed nitrogen reducflon limits would not fully comply
with existing water quality standards and may not meet Environmental prot6ction'
Agency (EPA) dissolved oxygen guidelines established in October 2000. CLF
commented that at a minimum, the proposed permlt modiflcations must require these
WWTFS to employ the best avaitabte technology (BAT), i.6., technotogy that will
reduce niirogen limits to 3 mg/|.

Response:

DEM agrees that technology is available to achieve lower WWTF nitrogen
concentrations and NPDES permits in other states have been issued with lower limits.
However, DEM does not agree that federal laws or regulations requlre that the proposed
permit limits be set at 3.0 mg/l (limit of iechnology). As noted in the DEM evatuation
although it appears that limit of technology may ultimately be required, phase
implementation is consistent with the EpA guidance docum6nt entifled "Guidance for
Water Quality-Based Decisions: The Ti,4DL Process". This is also consistent with the
EPA approved TMDL developed to address dissolved oxygen standards in Long lsland
Sound (NY DEC and CTDEP December 2000. Additional support for phased
implementation is provided in the response to ASRI'S comments.

Comment:

2, CLF commented that, since these Rivers are listed as impaired based on
exceedances of water column criteria, a dilution factor (1,e., a mixing zone) is clearly
inappropriate. Because a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) analysis has not been
performed and the Wasteload Allocation (WLA) has not assigned an alternative limit,
the final WQBELs forthese WWTFS must be the numeric objective applied end-of-
pipe. CLF further commented that, by issuing a RTPDES permit without a WQBEL
for impairing pollutants, the DEM will fall to proceed in a manner required by law
and/or abused their discretion.

CLF contends that the WWTFS' RIPDES permit's timits must contain a WQBEL for
impairing pollutants, including but not limited to nitrogen. Any pollutanl that may
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cause or has the rcasonable likely hood of contributing to these impairments shall
not be discharged inio these water bodies, unless authorized by a permit
establishing WQBELs. Moreover, a RIPDES permit may not be issued when the
conditions of the permit do not provide for compliance with the applicable
requirements of CWA, or regulations promulgated under CWA and when the
imposition of conditions cannot ensure compliance with the applicable water quality
requirements of all affected States.

Responsei

The analysis performed is equivalent to a TMDL and indicates a WQBEL equal to the
limit of technology appearc necessary. DEM is pursuing a phased implementation
approach that is consistent with EPA guidance. Specifically, EPA's guidance document
titled Guidance for Water QualiW-Based Decisions: The TMDL Process states that.,in
many cases the degree of certainty cannot be well quantifled until more data becomes
available to develop sensitivity analyses and model comparisons. For TMDLs involving
these non-traditional problems, the margins of safety should be increased and additional
monitoring required to verify attainment of water quality standards and provide data
needed to recalculate the TMDL, if necessary. EPA regulations provide that load
allocations for nonpoint sources and/or natural background 'are best estimates of the
loading which may range from reasonably accurale estimates to gross allotments...'. A
phased approach to developing TMDLs may be appropriate where estimates are based
on limited information. The phased approach is a TMDL that includes monitoring
requirements and a schedule for re-assessing TMDL allocations to ensure attainment of
watet quality standards."

Comment:

3. CLF commented that they recognize that TIVIDL development may take a number of
years, and also recognizes that it may be appropriate to include a time schedule in
the permit to give the WWTFs the opportunity to achieve the necessary reductions.

Response:

Upon issuance of the flnal permit modifications, it js anticipated that the permittees will
appeal the permits and enter a consent agreement with DEM. Through this process,
interim limitations and an enforceable schedule for completing planning, design and
construction will be established. RIGL S 46-12-2(f) required that DEM issue proposed
permit modiflcations to achieve an overall goal of rgducing nitrogen loadings from
WWTFs fifty percont (50%) by December 31, 2008. These consent agreemenls will
include the December 2008 target date for completion of construction. Based upon the
results of planning and design work at each facility, a specific construction schedule will
be developed for each facility. Facility plans and final designs must b6 approved by DEM
prior to initiation of construction.

Commenter:

City of East Providence
Stephen H. Coutu, P.E.
Director of Public Works
City Hall
145 Taunton Avonue
East Providence, Rl 02914-4505
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Comments:

The City of East Providence commented thdt they recognize the responsible charge of
DEI\,4 to reduce nutrient loadings in Narragansett Bay as recommended by the
Governor's Narragensett Bay and Watersh6d Planning Commission and that they
remain committed to operating a wasiewater treatment facility that meets its assigned
permit limits. However, the City commented that they are concerned with the costs
involved in order to meet a Nihogen limit of I mg/|.

lf and when these permit modifications become final, the City commented that it hopes
that the DEM has secured sufficient funding mechanisms so that the City is not
overburdened with the costs to meet the new permit limits.

Response:

Available and proposed Stat6 bond funds are expected to provide sufficient loan
capacity to support the treatment facility rnodifioations necessary to achieve the S0
percent nutrient reduction goal. Through the State Revolving Fund (SRF), administered
by the Rl Clean Water Finance Agency, lowinterest loans are made available io eligible
communities and sewer commissions for facility upgrades. ln November 2004, Rhode
lsland votors approved a bond measure, proposed by Governor Carcieriand approved
by the General Assembly that includsd $10.5 million to further capitalize the SRF
Program. The covemor has also offered his commitment to propose an additional S20.2
million in funding for facllity upgrades as part of a follow-up bond referendum on the
2006 ballot. ln combination, the two State bonds will equip the SRF Program with the
amount necessary to provide full support, via low-interest loans, for all of the remaining
wo rk,

Commenter:

Massachusefts De p a ftm e nt of Environme ntal P rotection
Executive Oflice of Environmental Affaifs
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Glenn Haas
Director, Division of Watershed Management
One Winter Street
Boston, MA 02108

Comment:

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MADEP) commented that they
suppoft DEI\4's siatements that an adaptive management approach is needed to set forth
a nutrient reduction and cleanup plan that is technically sound, environmentally
responsive, and economically achievable. However, MADEP objected to the
establishment of permit limits tor MA WWTF and recommended optimizing existing
operations at UBWPAD, Attleborough and North Attieborough WWTFS to reduce
nitrogen to the maximum extent practicable while additional data and analysis is
conducted to address the contribution of other sources, establish target concentration in
the Bay and rivers, evaluate attenuation in rivers. They suggested that necessity of
further nitrogen removal at MA facilities should be re-evaluated once Rl facilities are
dealt with and UBWPAD completes its upgrade currently under design.

Response:
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The Woonsocket, UBWPAD' Attleborough and North Attleborough WWTFS are
signi f icaniconir ibutorstothemosthigh|yenr ichedestuar inewaterSinR|, theSeekonk
iiver. Wtrile MADEP didn't identify the level of nitrogen control considered best practical

t reatmentatthesefaci I i t ies,UBWPADrecent|y indicatodthattheyarecurrent ly
o".ilning wwTF modifica.tions that would achieve a total nikogen discharge 10.mg/l .
(Waisn Z-OOS). Using the revised Blackstone Rlver attenuation factor (explained below)
ihis level of nitrogen control, the proposed perm'tt limits for Rl facilities, and design flows

for allWWTFs, tie 3 MA WWTFa represent 74% of the total WWTF loading to the
seekonk Rivei. The largest single source, UBWPAD contributes 62Yo followed by
Bucklin Point 18%. Even usingihe limits proposed by RIDEM' thB 3 N4A WWTFS
contribute 56% of the total wwrr toauini to the se€konk River, UBWPAD contributss

40%of the |oad fo l l owedbyBuck | i nPo in ta t3 l%andWoonsocke ta t l 4%.Us ing the
rerin"J o"tivery r"ctors, the limits proposed by DEM will reduce the 95-96 seasonal
6"JiG 6 the Seekonk River by 62% (to rhe ilX toading. condition), while the MADEP
propo;al would only result in a 35% reduction (the '16X loading condition)'

Therefore, it ls DEM's position that significant progress toward achieving water quality

standards will not be made unless th;total nitiogen from UBWPAD is reduced to 5 mg/l

loitne equivalent reduction is required from other MA WWTF. in the Blackstone River
watershed), and Att|eborough and North Att|eborough are required to ach|eve 8 mg/| of
total nitrogen. Additional ju;tiflcation for RIDEM's position that implementation of
RIDEM's oroposed levels of nitrogen control should not be delayed is presented below.

Comment:

MADEP also commented thal their review ofthe data and other supporting documents
has raised a number of specific concerns that they felt need to be resolved prior to
pushing limit of technology permitting decisions in MA. These concerns fall into several
categories, which can be summarized as follows:

l .Theana lys i scomp|e tedbyDEMd idno taccoun t fo rnon .PoTW|oad ingsand lhe i r
potent ial impactsincluding,butnot l imitedto,combinedseweroverf lows(CSO's)
and storm waler contributions,

MADEPcommentedthattheybe| ieve.theldent i f icat ionofal lsourcesandtheir
retaiive importance have not been well established in the DEM documents' which is

thebasisfortheproposedpermit | imits.Majorom|ssionsnot ident i f iedinthe
documentslnclude,butarenot l imitedto,ni t rogenloadsfromlocalcontr ibut ingnon-
point sources such as groundwater (i.e. septic system) and combined CS99.'. .
aimospnerlc deposition, effect of sediments on nitrogen flux, and etfects of tidal

ranges and currents witiiin the Bay and River systems on disperslon' dilution' and
effective retention time.

lf the results of a computer model cannot be used to replica'te this complex system'

MADEP questions if a static laboratory study and desktop analysis coulo Jusllry tne -
proposed specific peimlt limits' tn addition, while the unique aspects .of the,Seekonk

and Providence Rivers currently proclude representing them in a mathematlcal

model, it seems likely that the open water portion of Narragansett Bay could be

modeled and such a model would be a useful tool to addressing water quality issues

and alternative control stratsgies.

The MERL experiment used a dramatlcally different residence time (27 days) than is

likely experienced in the two river systemi (on the order of hours or a couple of

auy6t. init strongly suggesls the need to approach controls through adaptive
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management' a maior component of which has to be a technically sound monitoring
program. Rhode rsrand does indicate it has prans to track the changes resurting frJm
the reductions in Nitrogen loads required in the proposed NpDES permits to itshaior
wastewater treatment plants. MADEp supports this effor1, and recommends that the
monitoring be expanded to arso document the impacts of those changes in both the
rive ne and marine waters. we arso note that funding seems to be fJr onry on' year
(2005) right now.

The one remaining issue, and potentially most detrimental to the providence and
Seekonk Rivers and possibly the Bay, which is not discussed in the report, are the
signiflcant quantity of csos in this highly urbanized area. one wet weather asoect.
which needs to be highlighted, is the incrusion and crarification of the contribution
from the Rl CSOs, which in most cases are direct discharges to the rivers and Bay
during the May through October time irame. The report needs to factor in and
analyze the number of dlscharge locations, the frequency of discharges, and discuss
the Bucklin and Fierds Point overflows incruding projected increasesln discharges.
According to RIDEM, these presen{y operate as bypasses during storm eventJ.

It does nol seem logic€l to create an analysis based upon a review of only the dry
weather effects from the facilifles when periodic cso discharges and overfrows may
dwarf these when analyzed on a daily basis.

Response:

MADEP acknowledged that DEM is not recommending limlt of technology (LOT) at
either MA or Rl wwrFs at this time and raised a number of issues, wnicir ihev believe
should be addressed prior to implementation of LOT permitting decisions in trm. tne
DEM evaluation considered many of the issues raised by MADEP (uncertainty with the
accuracy of using experimental data to represent the providence and seekonk Rivers,
differing residence times, etc), and included them as reasons supporting phased
implernentation of nitrogen reductions.

DEM expressed river derivery factors for wwrFs along the tributary rivers as the total
load measured at the mouth of the rivers in .199S and .1996 divided by the major WWTF
loads. Several available analyses agree that WWTFS represent the malor source of
nitrogen to the Bay (Pryor 2004). When evaluating implementation of various WWTF
nitrogen reduction altematives, the delivery factors were used to establish loadings at
the mouth of the rivers. As a result, any oth6r soutces included in the measurements
made al the mouth are included in the loading estimates.

Al ryteq in the approved CSO facilities planning documents (Louls Berger & Associates
1998), CSO discharges are responsible for a very small percentage of the annual
loading of ammonia (1 %) and nitrate (0.2%) discharged to the, Seekonk and providence
Rivers and the Upper Bay. WWTFS that discharge direcfly account for 69% of the
ammonia and 27 o/o of the Nitrate. Tributary rivers and WWTFS that discharge to the
rivers account for 300/0 of the ammonia and Z3% of the nitrate loading.

The approved CSO plan for the Fields and Bucklin point WWTFS will be constructed in
three phases and consists of deep rock tunnel storage and pump back for full treatment
and enhanced wet weather treatment W\ ffFs. The approved phase I operations plan
requires that NBC maximize full treatment during the storm and maximize tunnel storago
and pumpback to full treatment after the storm. primary treatment will only be
implemented to avold exceedance of the tunnel capaciiy either during a storm or when
another storm is approaching (to avoid untreated CSO discharges).
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However, Upper Blackstone Pollution Abatem6nt District WWTF is planning to treattheir
CSOs tlsing primary treatment. lt is DEM'S posltion that the Narragansett Bay
Commission's approved CSO plan adequately addresses MA DEP'S concem that CSOs
may dwarf effects from the WWTFs plan on a daily basis, however, analysis of the need
for further CSO controls at the UBWPAD is warranted.

Comment:

2. The analysis treats all POTW contributions equally rather than considering greater
reductions for lhose facilities located closer to the receiving watar whero impacls
have been observed.

MADEP would also like to note thattheir rsview of the supporting documents
indicates that final decisions as to the level of nitrogen reduotion required at each
facility appear to be based on both the sizs of the facility and the cost to achieve the
desired limits rather than the proximity and combined impact these facilities have on
the receiving waters. MADEP quesUons the valldlty of thls approach for severai
reasons. First, a footnote to DEM's cost analysis clearly states that that cost
evaluation incorporated should not be used for facilities over 30.0 mgd yet it appears
it Was for the three larger facilities. S6cond, MADEP believes RIDEM needs to iustify
why the UBWPAD needs to achieve a discharge of 5.0 mg/l TN when it is 50 miles
away and receives significant dilution and possibly significant attenuation before
getting to Rl while the remainder of the facilities in Rl, that total well ln excess of the
UBWPAD (more than 50 mgd) and discharge directly to the impacted waters only
have to achieve 8.0 mg/|,

DEM has assumed that some attenuation is taking place In tributary rivers and thal
the instream aftenuation from Massachusetts' facilities to the sp€cified rivers and
Bay would be 13%. This is significantly lowerthan an earliervalue provlded by
RIDEM of40%. The Long lsland Sound study indicated attenuation was in the range
of 50-60% in the Connecticut River from MA to Long lsland Sound and recent data
collected by Dr. Ray Wright from URI appears to show attenuation rates ranging from
21ok to 60% (average 36%) for 3 surveys conducted during 2000 and 2001 data.
Mixing the two dala sets is at best questionable since, in general, as the flow goes
up, the concentration of a parameter goes down through dilution and in-stream flows
can vary greatly from year to year.

MADEP believes that the aftenuation is significantly greater and therefore data is
required to determlne the percentage and range rather than relying on general
assumptions. In support of this, MADEP is in the process of developing a work plan
for the evaluation of nltrogen attenuation in the Massachusetts portion of the
Blackstone River.

Response:
It is not clear why MADEP believes that all POTW contributions are troated equally in the
DEM evaluation. The report indicates that greater reductions are appropriate for those
facilities located closer to the portion of the receiving water where impacts have been
observed. The section "Consideration Regarding WWTF loading reductions" specifically
identifies and accounts for attenuation during tributary river transport and from the edge
of the Providence and Seekonk Rivers to the area of most significant degradation.

To fudher address concsrns raised about attenuation of nitrogen in tributary rivers, DEM
reviewed additional water quality data and modeling analyses available for the MA
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I  a b l e  1 . Delivery of DIN (Ammonia and Nitrate) of MA WWTFs from the point of input to
Ine I ine.

% Delivered to
State Lino
DWS3

% Delivered to
State Line
DWS3 adjusted to
current permit limits

UBWPAD 69
Millburv 69 93
Grafton 68 92
Uxbridge 92 98

The fate and transport from the MA"/RI state line to the mouth of the River exoected
when WWTFs meet their current permit limits, was evaluated by applying the methods
described above to the results of the 1997 WLA mode'. lt was determined that 79% of
the MA loading at the state line and 86% of the Woonsockot WWTF load will be
delivered to the mouth of the Blackstone Riverwhen lhb required WLA is met. Bv
combining the delivery from each MA wwrF to the state line with that from the state line
to the mouth of the river, refined deliver factors were computed for each MA WWTF. lt
was determined that between 71 and 77% of the individual MA WWTFs nltrogen loading
will be delivered to the mouth of the River (72yo for UBWPAD) and 86% of the
Woonsocket WWTF. In the DEM evaluation, the Woonsocket and UBWPAD WWTFS
were both assigned a river deiivory factor equal to g7%.

Of the nitrogen load predicted at the mouth of the River, WWTFS represent gg%:
UBWPAD and Woonsocket represent 83% (64 % and 19 %, respectively). In the DEM
evaluation, the Woonsocket and UBWPAD WWTFS wero used to reDresenl 100% of the
load at ths mouth of the Blackstone River. A detailed description of the recent analysis is
presented in Appendix A,

MADEP has commented that exisflng operations at UBWpAD, Atfleborough and North
Attleborough WWTFs should be optimized to reduce nitrogen to the maximum extent
practicable until additionai information is gathered to suppon permit Iimitations for MA
facilities, Using tho refined delivery factors, the limits proposed by DEM will reduce the
95-96 season6l loading to the Seekonk River by 620/o (to the 9X ioading condition), while
the MADEP proposal (assuming total nitrogen of 10 mg/l) would only rJsult in a 35yo
reduction (the 16X loading condition). Furthormore, if the MADEp proposal were
adopted, UBWPAD would represent 62% ofthe loading to the Seekonk River as
opposed to 40%.

Alter oonsidBration of this information, it is even mo16 appa16nt that implementation of
the loading reductions proposed by DEM are necessary to ensure substantial progress
toward achieving water quality criteria in the Seekonk River and should not ba delayed.
It is prudent io address these requiremonts at the UBWpAD, which is currenfly in the
process of designing WWTF improvoments necessary to comply with the 1997 WLA
requirements.

Comment:
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3. The model used by DEM didn't account for alj sources and sinks of nitrogen to the
impacted water bodies nor did it consider the importance of detention time and
hydrodynamics of both the river and embayment systems.

In lieu of the computer model, the physical mod6l developed by I/ERL (l\,,larine
Ecosystem Research Laboratory) of an anrichment gradient experiment was used,
How€ver, this is prlmarlly d static laboratory system which tries to replicate in a
slmple iank, the complexities of a dynamically active area with currents, strctification,
atmospheric wind patterns, local nonpoint source impacts, sediments, etc.

Also, it appears that two other major nutrients were increased during the MERL
experiment along with nitrogen so it is unclear whlch nutrient was actually
responsible for algal growth. The additional nutrients added included phosphorus
and silica. The MERL iank comparison is a good first step, but needs to be modified
and expanded to include the other souTces, which may be significant contributors of
nitrogen.

ln calculating niirogen loads from the WWTFS, the average daily flows were used
with the maximum concentrations, Use of the maximum concentrations severely
overestimates the contribution of sources as outlier values are used in place of
average values. This will provide a muoh closer picture of actual loads.

Some sources not only closest to the Bay, but with potentially the highest non-
treated loads, (i.e, the wet weather sources and effects) are not included. The DEM
report includes the time frame of May through October, during which there will be
numerous and periodjc inpuis from wet weather point sources, as well as local
nonpoint sources both overland and through septic systems from this highly
urbanized area. A full evaluation and ranking of these sources is nseded. Even
while the point sources are undergoing upgrades, these upgrades could be offset by
wet weather effects of local sources directly to the impacted waterways.

Response:

There are many sources of nitrogon to the Upper Bay, including WWTFs, stofm water
(particularly with respect to agricultural and residential fertilizers), ISDS systems, and
atmospheric deposition. Since the late 80s lt has been recognlzed that WWTFS are a
signiflcant source of nutrients to the Seekonk River, Providence River and Upper Bay
(including the Palmer River and creenwich Bay). As noted in the Initial Report by the
Nutrient and Bacteria Panel of the Governor's Narraganseit Bay and Watersheds
Planning Commission, all analyses of the Bay condiiions indicate that WWTFS are the
largest source of nitrogen to the Bay. These analyses considered atmospheric
deposition, rivers/streams, urban ruBoff and WWTFs In addition, many WWTFS
discharge to shallow poorly flushed areas such as the head of the Upper Bay, either
directly to the Providence or Seekonk River or to freshwaters rivers that flow into these
waters (e.9. Blackstone, Ten l\4ile and Pawtuxet Rivers), which exacerbates the impact
of nutrients.

For these reasons, past and present efforts to reduce nitrogen discharges to the Bay
have been prlncipally focused on WWTFS. As noted in the approved CSO facilities
plannlng docum6nts, CSO discharges are responsible for a very small percentage of the
annual loading of ammonia (1%) and nitrats (0.2%) discharged to the, Seekonk River,
Provjdence River/ Upper Bay. WWTFS that discharge directly account for 69% of the
ammonia and 27 % of the Nitrate. Trlbutary rivers and WWTFS that dlscharge to the
rivers account for 30% ofthe ammonla and 73o/o ofthe Nitrate.
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Ths approved CSO plan for the Fields and Bucklin Poini VWVTFS will be constructed in
three phases and consists of deep rock tunnel storage and pump back for full treatment
and enhanced wet weather treatment at the Bucklin Point WWTF. The approved phase I
operations plan requjres that NBC maximize secondary treatment during the storm and
maximize tunnel storage and pumpback to secondary treatment after lhe storm. Primary
treatment will only be implemented to avoid oxceedance of the tunnel capacity either
dufing a storm orwhen another storm is approaching (to avoid untreated CSO
discharges). lt ls DEM's position thal the Narragansett Bay Commission's approved
CSO plan adequately addresses MA DEP's concern that CSOS may dwarf effects from
the WWTFS plan on a daily basis, however, analysis of the need for further GSO controls
at the UBWPAD is warranted.

Daily maximum WWTF data were used since only 3 facilities collected data more than
once a month, When facilities collect data once a month the value is reported as a daily
maximum. As such, use of this daily maximum data ls more representative of average
conditions and is nol expected to severely overestimate the contribution of sources.

Gommenter:

Narraganseft Bay Commission
Mr. Paul Pinault, P.E.
Executivo Director
One Service Road
Provldence, Rl 02905

Comment:

The Nanagansett Bay Commission (NBC) indicated that they do not consider the results
of the MERL tank studies to be an acceotable substitute for a TMDL lo establish nitrogen
effluent limits. Therefore, the NBC requests that DEM complete the federally required
TMDL and that, until a TMDL is complete, they are opposed to the proposed nitrogen
permit modifications for the following reasons:

I Without a TMDL, the current phased approech lacks (a) clear, sclentific jusiification,
(b) a definite schedule or endpoint, and (c) a clear assessment plan to deiermine the
need for future tighter restrictions,

I Nitrogen loading to Narragansett Bay is a regional inter-state lssue that needs a
comprehensive plan, as was implemented in Long lsland Sound Such a plan
cannot be developed without a working TMDL.

I Researchers at URIiGSO, Including the late Dr. Dana Kesier, were abl6 to predict
the hypoxic events that lead to the August 2003 fish-kill' based on a water column
stratification from warm temperatures and periods of minimal tidal amplitude' among
other factors. New research is currently underway to investigate the role of nitrogen
in these hypoxlc events more fully. A joint proiect between the Narragansett Bay
Estuary Program and GSO, sponsored by Sea Grant, is investigating the physical'
biological, and chemical processes that lead to seasonal hypoxia in the upper
Narragansett Bay, The results of this research effort are needed to clarify the role of
nutrients in lhese events along with a TMDL that can replicate the physlcal and
chemical conditions observed in the Bay.

' Dr, Scott Nixon of URI/GSO has analyzed historical data and made recent
measurements in 2003-04 (Nixon et' al. 2005), determining that total nitrogen loading
to the Bay has been essentially level in the past three decades' These findings
emohasize the need for a TMDL to determine the appropriate r€lationship and
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It is imponant to note that even though a succossful model was developed to support the
Long lsland Sound TMDL, itwas not used to establish WWTF permit limits. The modei
suggested that limit-of-technology treatment was required to meet water quality
standards. Given the high cost of LOT treatment and the uncertainly associated with
model predictions, a phased implementation plan was developed. This is the same
approach being used by DEM.

DEM agrees that an assessment plan is needed to detemins tho need for future tighter
restrictions. As not6d in the DEM evaluation, an Integral component ofthis phased
implementation approach Is adequate monitoring and assessment of water quality
changas to determine if additional reductions are necessary to meet water quality
standards. DEM, in partnership with Narragansett Bay National Estuarine Research
Reserve, the Narragansett Bay Commission, University of Rhode lsland, and Roger
Williams University, will be increasing thd number of contjnuous water qualiiy monitoring
stations to at least 13 by the summer of2005. EPA is currently seeking a contractor to
assist DEM with the development of methods to review continuous time series
measurements of dissolved oxygen for compliance with EPA's October 2000
recommended ambient water quality criteria.

Although not specifically documented in the permit modifications or the DEM report cited
above, DEM agrees that a validated water quality model or other predictive tool would be
useful to evaluate the need for additional nitrogen reductions. Howsver, it is DEM's
position that additional resources should not be devoted to development of such tools
until inpu't regarding the most promising approaches, bassd on consideration of past
experience, has been received by a technical advisory committee. lt would not be
appropriate to delay implementation of the proposed permit modifications since it is not
reasonable to expect that higher limits are appropriate or that the improvement in
predictive capabilities will be sufflcient to determine whether LOT treatment is
necessary.

The federal Clean Water Act and implementing regulations do not require development
of a TMDL prior to imposition of pollution controls. The preamble to EPA'S regulation at
40 CFR 122.44(d)(1)(vii) explain, "Although subparagraph (viii) requires the permitting
authority to use a wasteload allocation [note: at TMDL consists of a load allocation and a
wasteload allocationl if one has been approved by EPA under Part 130, today's
regulations do not allow the permitting authorlty to delay developing and issuing a permit
if a wasteload allocation has not already been developed and approved. " 54 Fed Reg.
23868, 13829 (June 2, 1989).  In accordance with 40 CFR 130.7(bX1),  a TMDL is not
required if effluent limitations or other pollution controls required by local, State, or
Federal authority are stringent enough to lmplement applicable water quality standards.
Furthermore, EPA'S guidance on TMDLS states: "... ifthere are not adequate data and
predictive tools to characterize and analyze the pollution problem with a known level of
uncertainty, a phased approach may be necessary. The phased approach provides for
further pollution reduction without waiting for new data collection and analysis.' USEPA
NPDES Permit writers manual Deoember 1996 EPA-883-8-96-003 "For other waterbody
segments, a TMDL may not be available atthe time the permit must be issued, or a
TMDL may not be required at all, In such cases, permitting authorities have historically
developed a single WLA for a point source discharging to the waterbody segment".
USEPA Ofiice of Water, EPtus05/2-90-001 March 1991 TECHNICAL SUPPORT
DOCUMENT FOR WATER OUALITY-BASED TOXICS CONTROL "Permits should be
issued based on TMDLs where available."
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relative importance of nutrient loading and climatic condilions to producing hypoxic
conditions.

! As was mentioned by a number of presenters at the Sea Grant sponsored Nutrient
Symposium in November 2004, N BC ls concerned about the unanticipated effects of
a dramatlc nltrogen reduction on the Upper Bay. lt will certainly reduce and change
primary production, yet it may also have a detrimental effect on fisheries and shell
fishing. Decreased primary productivity as a result of nutrient loading reductions has
been linked to decreased secondary productivity in Tampa Bay, despite increases in
water clarity, eelgrass coverage, and overall habitat quality (Workshop Proceedings,
Galveston, TX).

r With multiple plant upgrades under construction, the total nitrogen loading to the
Upper Bay will decrease by 20 - 35%, depending on the uss of Dr. Nixon's or DEM's
figures. This reduction is significant and should be monitored and assessed as part
of completing a TMDL.

r Any attempt to nitrify and denitrify wastowater will result in extremely high operating
costs to acquire addltional, non-renewable resources such as chemicals (for
alkalinity and carbon sources) and Blectricity. For the new Bucklin Point Facility
upgrades, the additional electrical use alone ls dxpected to cost our ratepayers
$1 ,000,000/year more. Passing the higher operatlng and capital costs off to our
ratepayers without the benefit of a scientific basis would be irresponslble.

Response:

Beginning in the 1980s various researchers have developed water quality models for the
Providence and Ssekonk Rivers; the Narragansett Bay Proiect funded many of these.
Several meetings of academic, private consulting and govemment officials were held to
discuss monitoring data and technical approaches most likely to result in a successful
circulation and wator quality model, In addition, two national modeling experts reviewed
the status of modeling efforts and met with the commiftee to discuss recommendations
for future monitoring and modeling techniques. In 1992, it was concluded that over a
50% reduction was needed to produce observable response (higher levels for significant
response and that reliability in the screening level model was substantial and provides a
good indication of lhe impact of reduced nitrogen loads on phytoplankton levels (Limno-
Tech 1 992).

Since the early to mid 1990s, DEM hlred a consultant and has been working wlth 6
technical advisory committee (TAC), consisting primarily of sclentists and engineers
representlng, academic, municipal, state and federal organizations, to calibrate a model
and develop a water quality restoration plan, or TMDL. Based on previous
recommendations, a data collection and modeling approach was developed. Meetings
were held throughout th€ model development process and suggested modifications to
the approach were implemented in the hopes of producing the best scientific tool for
predicting the impact of various nitrogen reduction alternatives. Despite these efforts, it
was concluded that the hydrodynamic model formulation could not adequately simulate
conditions due to the relatively severe changes in lhe bathymetry in the Providence
River. Although a computer-based numerical model is typically used, the DElr;l
evaluation documents the basis for using a physical model (the MERL tank experiments)
as the analog for the Providence and Seekonk rivers.

The modeling scope of work that NBC is pursuing has not been subjected to the intense
peer review process that DEM utilized. At this point, there is no reason to believe the
NBC funded mod€ling effort will be successful or that it is of sufficient spatial detsil to
support a TMDL or provide any better understanding of the response to nutrient
reduction strategies.
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NBC has indicated that some have exoressed concem that a dramatic nutrienl reduction
may have unanticipated effects on secondary productivity. Given the highly degraded
condition of the Providence and Seekonk River and the reductions proposed, the
ecosystem benefits of the nutrlent reductions are expected 10 far exceed potential
negative impacts to secondary productivity. Oxygen levels in the Seekonk and
Providence Rivers routinely drop to levels that are lethal to aquatic organisms. As noted
above, the "DEM evaluation" suggests that limit-of-technology treatment is required to
meet water quality standards. Several scientists supported the proposed permit
modificatlons comm6nting that the proposed reductions would have positive impacts on
the Bay by making it more resilient and increasing DO levels and that further reductlons
may be required. The Nutrlent and Bacteria Panel of the Govornor's Narragansetl Bay
and Watershed planning commission recommended a 4Q-50% reduction in nitrogen from
WWTFs that discharge to the Upper Bay and its tributaries.

The draft report by Dr. Scoti Nixon (Nixon et al 2005) that NBC submitted with their
comments, notes that there is limited data available to analyze changes in nutrient inputs
to the Bay over the past three decades and concludes that the ovidence available does
not indicate that nitrogen inputs to Narragansett Bay from the sewage treatment plants
or the rivers examined have increased in recent decades, While we ouestion whether
loadings to the Bay have increased, sampling data has documented that the dissolved
oxygen and algae conditions resulting from nltrogen lnputs to the Providence and
Seekonk Rivers have been unacceptable since at least the mid 1980's. ln addition, DEM
has never maintained that water quality conditions in the Providence and Seekonk
Rivers or nitrogen loadings from WWTFs have changad dramatically in recent years,
Below are the findings from historic studies:

rAvailable daia show a marked lowering of dissolved oxygen levels in surface
and bottom walers in the Providence River at least during the warmer months
Reduced oxygen levels at times extend down Bay. (Olsen and Lee 1979)
' "The lowest oxygen values throughout the channel boftom were recorded on
the August 8, 1980 sampling, those values were 0 to 3 mg/l all the way to
Conimicut Pt." (Oviatt 1979-1 980)
. SPRAY& SQUIRT Cruises - 7 surveys (high and low tide samples), 3 surnmer
surveys of DO, June and August 1987, September 1989 Ave boftom oxygen
concentration using data from all Providence and Seekonk Rivsr Stations: 3 mg,4
-4 mg/l.

Specific concerns with the data available for the Nixon analysis include: tributary river
loadings were primarily based on limited sampling programs in 1975-1976, 1983, 1991,
1992 and in 2003-2004. The WWTF data used was collected 1976-1977, 1583,2O0Z
and 2003, A better source of information to evaluate WWTF trends would be DMR data
which has been collected since the late 1980s (this data is also limited since cenain
facilities data may only be collected once per month).

Nixon et al 2005, also conclude that between the mid 1970s and early 1980s,
improvement of secondary treatment at the WWTFs discharging to the Providence and
Seekonk Rivers has resulted in a shift from organic to the more biologlcally accessible
inorganic forms and any ecological impact has been manifested for the last twenty
years. This is consistent with the research cited above which documents that the
Providenc€ and Seekonk Rivers have exhibited impacts from excessive nitrogen for over
twenty years.

DEIVI has developed a plan to achieve the 50% reduction goal when current loads (95.
96) are compared to proposed treatment requirements at approved WWTF design flows'
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Although the nearly complete Bucklin Point WWTF modifications will initially achieve a
nitrogen reduction of approximately 58%, it will drop to 38% at design flow. DEM has
developed a plan that achieves an overall reduction of 500/o from the WWTFs impacting
the Providence and Seekonk Rivers and the Upper Bay. The treatment necessary varies
with the relative environmental impact of each discharge.

Comment:

In addition to challenging the MERL tank studies, the NBC also commented on the basis
for the permit limits. Specifically, the NBC requested that the proposed limit for both the
Field's Point and Bucklin Point WWTFs be changed to either a TN monthly ioad limitonly
or, jf a concentration limit is also to be included, that it be 5 mg/l Total Biodegradable
Nitrogen (i.e. TN minus refractory N),

ln establishing the 5 mg/l TN permit limit, RIDEM has assumed that 1.9S mg/l is
refractory N, RIDEM also claimed in its 1212312004letter that the average value for
effluent organic nitrogen is 1 .4 mg/|, while the data for '1 995 and 1996 ars 2.3 r 3.8 ppm
organic nitrogen for Bucklln.Point and 2.1 t 1,8 ppm for Field's Point (calculated as TKN
minus ammonia). Due to improvements in the analytical methods used as well as
opera'tional improvements, both Field's Point and Bucklin Point effluent organic nitrogen
data for 2004, which are thoughtto be mor6 rsliable, show an organic nitrcgen
component of 3.6 and 3.2 ppm for Field's Point and Bucklin Point respectively, with
significant variability. DEM'S loading estimallons assume a 1.95 mg/l organic nitrogen
component for WWTFS where data was not available to make this calculation. This
value does not accurately represent WWTF effluent for a facility with secondarv
treatment, and does not support the calculations that DEM has made. DEM's DIN
loading calculations are perhaps 20% greater than what is actually observed, and the
literature value used is inappropriate to secondary treatmant WWTFS. Also, this
generalization may not apply to NBC's effluent and/or may vary significanfly at various
times. We reiterate our request for a TN monthly load limit only or, if a concentration
limit is also to be included that it be 5 mg/l Total Biodegradable Nitrogen.

Responsei

As noted Barlier, l\il ERL tank experiments LOT treatment is required to meet water
quality standards. However, based on a comparison of technology, costs and reductions
in the nutrient loading factors for the Prcvidence and S€ekonk River Systems DEM has
established a phased reduction strategy, The Report acknowledges that loadings will
increase as WWTF flows increase to their design flows, but follow-up monitoring and
possibly water quality modeling will be needed to determine whethsr additlonal
reductions are required. Because LOT is presently indicated, it is DEN4's position that it
is appropriale to express WWTF permit requirements as a concentration limlt, which will
enhance tha near-term environmental impmvement, rather than a monthly load limit that
would allow higher concentrations to be discharged during perlods of lower WWTF
flows.

The analysis of WWTF load reductions versus resulting Providence/Seekonk River
loading factors was based on DlN, consistentwilh the IVIERL iank experiments. As noied
in the Report, the technology-based WWTF technology limits, expressed as Total
Nitrogen, were reduced by 2 mgil when evaluating DIN levels. Therefore, the loading
condition that will result from a TN discharge of 5 mg/l is in fact based on a DIN
discharge of 3 mg/|. The refractory nitrogen value of 2 mg/l is consistent with the upper
range of the values reported in the literature (see the WEF and ASCE. 1992 reference
cited in the Report). The average value for refractory nitrogen (TN-D|N) based upon
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samples collected at Field's Point, Bucklin Point and East Providence during the 95-96
TMDL study was 1 .4 mg/|. The average values for each plant were very consistent:
Bucklin Point 1,5 mg/|, Fields Point 1.4 mg/l and East Providence 1.S mg/|. (see
worksheet "Mean C Summary" of the excel fl|e "19951996 loadings from WWTF and
Tribs" which was provided to the WWTFs during the public comment period). In
response to NBC's comment that data collected in 2004 demonstrates that the organic
nitrogen component is approximately twice the value used by DEM (2.0 mg/l), DEM has
reviewed the 2004 Discharge Monitoring report data. Based upon May through October
organic nitrogen component (TKN - ammonia) arc2.8 mgllfot Bucklin point, and 2.1
mg/l for Field's Polnt (when the highly suspBct Jun6 value of 7.0 mg/l is removed).

It should be noted that true refraclory nitrogen is the component of total nitrogen that
can't be broken down by biological nitrogen removal and is expected to be lower than
that estimated from available secondary effluent data. A reviow of six municipal BNR
treatment facilities (where the final step is secondary clarification) presented in (Randall
1992) offers the following conclusions.

There has been considerable confusion regarding the lower limit of nitrogen
concenlrations posBible with BNR, which provides an abundance of substrate as
compared to available nitrogen.
Effluent from BNR plants typlcally contains soluble organic (i.e. refractory)
nilrogen concentrations of 1.0 to 1.5 mgI. However, efiluent TKN concentrations
of less than 1.5 are oossible.

The levels of refractory nitrogen levels should be considered in the planning and design
of BNR to achieve compliance with permit limitations but is not anticipated to
substantially change the treatment necessary to achieve a the Total Nitrogen summer
season permit limit of 5 mgil. Thls ls supported by other literature, which indicates that
organic nltrogen (i.e. refractory) must be taken account particularly when total effluent
nitrogen limits are less than 3 mgil (WEF and ASCE 1992).

For these reasons, DEM has not modified the Dermit limitations,

Comment:

The NBC also commented on the total nitrogen limits as they apply to wet weather
events. Specifically, the NBC requested that consideration be given to providing a
higher concentration limit during wet weather events.

Maximizing wet weather flow treatment and simultaneously minimizing effluent nitrogen
loads can be compoting goals and provisions should be made in the permit to
acknowledge different limits during wet weather events. US EPA Region | {New
England) has acknowledged this issue and issued "two tiered" permit limits to account
for wet weather events in many locations including, New Haven, Ct., Bangor, ME, and
Boston, MA. New York City, in Region ll, has similar accommodations for wet weather
in their permits, as does Ohio, in Region V.

Response:

DEM has reviewed permits issued to these facilities and while they inctude monitoring of
flows that bypass secondary treatment in wet weather, limits on the secondary treatment
discharge are not tiered.

Comment:
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The NBC commented on the application of MERL data to the nitrogen loading of the
receiving water. Specifically, the NBC indicated that DEM's evaluation should clearly
state that the appropriate comparison to the MERL experiments is the concentration of
nitrogen and not the loading rate per surface area. Thus the target for establishing
etfluent limits should be on the nitrogen concentration and not loading rats. The
conclusion that loading rates based on surface area are appropriate is challengod by
NBC. Nutrieni concentrations can be mel in a phased approach, but surface area
loading rates can never be met and should be significantly qualified in the final version of
the Nitrogen Evaluation.

Response:

As noted in the Report, when evaluating comparable surface area loading rates the
behavior of dissolved oxygen and algae (chlorophyll a) observed in the Providence and
Seekonk Riverc is very similar to that observsd in the MERL experiments. However, this
cannot be said for comoarisons based on waler column DIN concentrations. Low
dissolved oxygen and excessive chlorophyll levels are observed in the Providence and
Seekonk Rivers at much lowet DIN levels than those measured in the MERL tanks. lt is
DEM's position that variations in flushing time, upiake by macro algae, and denitriflcation
in tha bottom waters are reasons why the MERL surface area loading factors are a
better predictor of conditions in the Providence and Seekonk River system than water
column DIN levels.

Comment:

The NBC also commented on the estimated costs associated with nitrogen removal at
the treatment facililies, Specifically, NBC indicated that the cost table accompanying
DEM's communication indicates a capital cost of $13.9 M io reach a seasonal limit of 5
mg/l nitrogen. However, the cost of mseting a seasonal 5mg/l total nitrogen affluent
limit from the Fields Point WWTF is estimated to be $20 M capital cost. This capitol cost
esiimate includes a necessary methanol building within the concept ptan. Operating
costs must be considered as well.

Response:

The DEM recognizes that there will be significant capital and incraased operational costs
associated wlth upgrading WWTFS to comply with the proposed limits. Capital costs
were used to compare the cost of VWVTF nitrogen controls to the reduction in nitrogen
loads. Unlass facility specific informatlon was available, capital costs were estimated
using th6 cost versus nitrogen discharge concentralion relationships developed for
WWTFS in the Chesapeake Bay watershed were used in tho DEM evaluation. As noted,
the $13.9 M cost to achieve 5 mg/l total nitrogen at the Fields Point WWTF was based
on the planning level Technical Memorandum that was prepared by NBG'S consultant.
NBC most recent estimate of $20 M would not alter the cost versus nitrogen reduction
analysis such that a different effluent limit would be appropriaie for the Fields Point
WWTF.

State bond funds are expected to provlde sufficient loan capacity to support the
treatm6nt facility modifications necessary to achieve the 50 percent nutrient reduction
goal. Through the State Revolving Fund (SRF), administared by the RI Clean Water
Finance Agency, low-interest loans are made available to eligible communities and
sewer commissions for facility upgrades. In November 2004, Rhode lsland voters
approved a bond measure, proposed by Governor Carcieri and approved by the General
Assembly that included $10.5 million to further capitalize the SRF Program. The
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Governor has also offered his commitment to proposo an additional $20.2 million in
funding for facility upgrades as part of a follow-up bond referendum on the 2006 ballot.
In combination, the two State bonds wlll equip ttre SRF program with the amount
necessary to provide full support, via low-interest loans, for all of the remaining work.

Comment:

The NBC also commented on that the phased lmplementation approach should include
provisions for technically justified modjflcation during the Facilities planning process as
long as the overall objectives are maintained. with so much uncertainty associated with
establishing limits and the variables of winter limits, wet weather conditions, and
combined effects of Bucklin and Fields points plants there should be opportunitios to
achieve maximum water quality value for every dollar spent. This could be achieved
during the facilities planning process.

Response:

Upon consideration of previous efforts noted above, it is not anticipated that capability to
predicl water quality changes can be signiflcanfly improved during the Facilities planning
process, Given the highly nitrogen enriched and impaired status of the providence and
Seekonk Rivers, it is not reasonable to expect that higher limits will result in appropriate
progress toward achievement of water quality standards.

Commenter:

Universv of Rhode Island
Graduate School of Oceanography
Candace Oviatt
Professor of Oceanography
Narragansett Bay Campus
Narragansett, Rl 02882-1 197

Comments:

The University of Rhode lsland (URl) commented that better scientific information could
be obtained to justify the proposed permit levels of an effluent nitrogen limit of S mgn at
the Fields Point and the Bucktin Point WWTFs. URI indicated that they would be
pleased to work with DEM and NBC to design experiments, whlch would evaluate the
irnpact on receiving waters of etfluent nitrogen levels of 5 mg/|, I mg/l and other levels in
systems designed to mimic the condition of those receiving waters.

The results of such experiments could also be used to verify the mathematical simulation
models for Bay hydrodynamics and ecology. Ihese powerful tools could provide a
sound scientific basis for effluenl nitrogen levels in the Seekonk and providence Rivers
and Narragansett Bay.

Responsel

It is not anticipated that additional MERL tank experiments would provide data that result
in a significant modification to the proposed phased approach. lt would not be
appropriate to delay implemeniation of the proposed permit modifications since it is not
reasonable to expect that higher limits are appropriaie or that the improvement In
predictive capabilities will be sufficient to support a decision to proceed directly to LOT
treatment.
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DEM agrees that a validated water quality model or other predictive tool would be useful
to evaluate the need for additional nitrogen reductions after implementation of the first
phase. However, it is DEM's position that additional resources should not be devoted to
development of such tools until input regarding ihe most promjsing approaches, based
on consideration of past experience, has been received by a technical advisory
committee. An integral component of this phased implementation approach is adequate
monitoring and assessment of wat€r quality changes to determine if additional
reductions are necessary to meet water quallty standards,

Of particular concern are the establishment, maintenance and data processing for a
system of continuous dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll, temperaturs and sallnity monitors
strategically located throughout the Bay. DEM, in partnership with NERRS, the
Narraganseft Bay Commission, University of Rhode lsland and Roger Williams
University increased the Narragansett Bay continuous water quality monitoring system
ftom 7 to 9 stations during the summer of 2004. DEM has also obtained tunding from the
federal Bay Window grant to incrsaso the number of stations to at least 13 by the
summer of 2005. This monitoring network will provide the data necessary to evaluat€
compliance with water quality standards, particularly temporal detail needed to evaluate
compliance with EPA's dissolved oxygen guidelines. The United Statas Environmenlal
Protection Agency (EPA), Office of Water's, Office of Science and Technology EPA is
currently seeking a contractor to assisi DEM with the development of methods to review
continuous time series DO measurements for comDliance with EPA's October 2000
recomm6nded ambient water quallty criteria. The contractor will aiso assess monthly
transect suryeys of the bay to determine whether modifications are needed to the
existing and planned monitoring network based and provide technical support to
establish guidelines for evaluating the response to changes in nitrogen loads.

Commenteri

City of Woonsocket
Michael A. Annarummo
Director of Admlnlstration/Public Works
Woonsocket City Hall
169 Main Streel
Woonsocket, Rl 02895

Gommentl

The City of Woonsocket commented that DEM's evaluation fails to present a cohesive
analysis of dissolved oxygen dynamics of the Providence and Seekonk Rivers, is in
consistent with prior studias, and ignores th6 significant differencss in condiiions
between the River system and the Bay. ln addition, the strategy implicit in tho proposed
limits ignores the significant nitrogen reduction programs in many Rhode lsland
communities and the substantial reductions achieved by the City.

The City ind;cated that ihe draft permit modification, if put Into effect, would require that
the City invest well in excess of another $20 million in plant improvements in DEM's
phased approach to reduce nutrients in Narragansett Bay. This inveslment would be
required despite the small reduction in nitrogen discharge and despite a lack of
evidence, and even consensus within the scientific community, about the impact of
nltrogen reduction on the ProvidenceiSaekonk River System.
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The City also indicated that, whil€ the literature is quite clear that the nutrient over'
enrichment can lead to low dissolved oxygen, it is imperalive that ono fully understands
the reasons for low dissolved oxygen before one launches a nitrogen reduction program
based on the DO ln the Providence River. Careful attention must be given to these other
DO sinks that may be as important or more Important than the nitrogen flux in order to
avoid the inappropriate expenditure of Iimited public funds.

Given the controvorsy suTrounding lhe proposed nitrogen limits, the City intends to
request that the General Assembiy pass lagislation to establish a state construction
grants program funded by a state bond issue to pay for improvements to wastewater
treatment plants io enhance nitrogen removal necessitated by the proposed permit
modifications.

Response:

Beginning in the 1980s various researchers have developed water quality models for the
Providence and Seekonk Rivers; tho Narragansett Bay Project funded many of these.
Several meetlngs of academic, private consulting and government officials were held to
discuss monitoring data and technical approaches most likely to result in a successful
circulation and water quality model, In addition, two national modeling experts reviewed
the status of modeling efforts and metwith ths committee to discuss recommendations
for futurc monitoring and modeling techniques' In 1992, it was concluded that over a
5070 reduction was neoded to produce observable response (higher lavels for significant
response and that reliability in the screening level model was substantial and provides a
good indication of the impact of reduced nitrogen loads on phytoplankton levels (Limno-
Tech 1992).

Since the early to mid 1990s, DEM hired a consultant and has been working with a
technical advisory committee (TAC), consisting primarily of scientists and engineers
representing, academic, municipal, state and federal organizations, to calibrate a model
and develop a water quality restoration plan, or TMDL. Bassd on previous
recommendations, a data collection and modeling approach was developed. Meetings
were held throughout the model development process and suggesied modifications to
the approach were implemenled in the hopes of producing the best soientific toolfor
predicting the impact of various nitrogen reduction alternatives Despite these efforts' it
was concluded that the hydrodynamic model formulation could not adequately simulste
conditlons due to the relatively severe changes in the bathymetry in the Providence
River.

It is important to note that even though a successful model was developed to support the
Long lsland Sound TMDL, it was not used to establish WWTF permit limits. The model
suggested that ilmit-of-technology treatment was required to meet water quality
standards. Given the high cost of LOT treatment and the uncertainty associaled with
model predictions, a phased implementation plan was developed. This is the same
approach being used by DEM.

The consensus of participants at the Sea Grant Nutrient Symposium was that the
nutrient reductions being proposed for the upper Bay would have posilive impacts on
fisheries and shell fishing, As noted in he Initial Report From the Nutrient and Bacteria
Pollution Panel of the Governor's Bay and Watershed Planning Commission' several
analyses have been conducted which agree that wastewater treatment plants are the
major source of nitrogen to Narraganseft Bay (Nutrient and Bacteria Pollution Panel,
2004). This panel, comprised of many university, state and tederal agency scientists
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recommendsd implementation best practical treatment fmm Rl WWTFs to achieve a 40-
50% reduction in nitrogen.

State bond funds are expected to provide sufficient loan capacity to support the
treatment facility modifications necessary to achieve the 50 percent nuirient reduction
goal. Through the State Revolving Fund (SRF), administered by the RI Clean Waler
Finance Agency, low-interest loans are made available to eligible communities and
sewer commissions for facility upgrades. In November 2004, Rhode lsland voters
approved a bond measure, proposed by Governor Carcieri and approved by the General
Assembly that Included $10.5 million to furth€r capitalize the SRF Program. The
Governor has also offered his commitment to oroDose an additional $20.2 million in
funding for facility upgrades as part of a follow-up bond referendum on the 2006 ballot.
ln combination, the two State bonds will equip tha SRF Program with the amount
necessary to provide full support, via lowJnterest loans, for all ofthe remaining work.

Comment:

DEM's analysis incorrectly assigns all the nitrogen discharged from the Blackstone River
to two wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) and makes conceptual and computational
errors in estimating the delivery of these loads 10 the Seekonk River. These errors and
inaccuracies magni{y the potential impacts of the City's discharge on the Seekonk and
Providence River system.

RIDEM attributes essentially all the N discharged at the mouth of tho Blackstone River io
the UBWPAD and Woonsocket WWIPS. Virtually all studies in which RIDEM
participated indicated ihat in dry weather, these large plants represent between 40 and
60% of the N load. The Governor's Panel on Nutrient and Bacteria Pollution recognized
the importance of other sources when it says..."Other analyses show general agreement
regarding total loading but decompose the "river/stream" component to provide more
insight into sourc6s by recognizing that it is, in large part, due to wastewater treatment
facilities (WWTFS) and atmospherio deposition. Alexander et al. (2001 ) estimated that
62% ofthe total came from point sources.

DEM makes reference to sfudies conducted on Long lsland Sound to support lts
analysis of River Delivery Factors. RIDEN/ cites studies conducted on the Long lsland
Sound system, and suggests that rlv6r delivery factors in that study ranged from 52 to
90%, This is apparently intended to justify DEM'S use of an 87% river delivery factors.

A more complete dlscussion ofthe Long lsland Sound Studies, would however, show
that the report actually says that "...losses during river transport are generally modest
excepl for the highly impounded Housatonic River where long travel times allow for
almost a 50% loss from the upper reaches to Long lsland Sound'. Since the Blacksione
is a highly impounded river system, lt ls logical lo expect that some greater attenuation
of discharging into the Seekonk and Provjdence rivers.

Fina y, studies conducted by the USGS indicate that the Providence River system,
approximately 6B% of the total nitrogen toad is lrom municipal wastewatsr troatment
planls, with the remainder attributed to nonDoint sources.

Resoonse:

As noted in the response to comments submitted by MADEP, Blackstone River nltrogen
delivery factors have been refined based upon more detailed data collected In the MA
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oortion of the River and validated water quality models' Use of the models enables one

io evaluate the fate and tnnspoft of all sources to the river'

Theprimarymechanismforni t rogenatteni lat ionintheB]ackstoneR|Verisa|gauptake

"nJ 
i"i""ii6n of the algae in the iater column or sodiment ln 1997 MA' USEPA and

OgV compteteO a WLA for ammonia and phosphorus to address excessive algae

growth and dissolved oxygen conditions in the-Blackstone River (USEPA et' al 1997)'

ihu |""rpon." to commenis submitted by MADEP- also,.explains how the water quality

toO"i, *"r" used to evaluate ihe reduciion in aftenuation associated with the conhol of

;G;; ;";l;' ti was aetermineo that between 71 and 77 % of tha individual MA WWTFS

niirogen toaOing is AetiuereA io tfre mouth of the River (72% for UBWPAD) and 86% of

the Woonsockel WWTF when the required WLA is met Of the load predicted at t!e-^ -.
mouth of the River, WWTFs repo""nt g8%' UBWPAD and Woonsocket represanl 83 Yo

of the load delivered (64 % and 1 9 %' respectively)' This confirms the Bxpectation that

"tt"nruiion 
will be reduced is wwTFs meet cunent permit requirements,.demonstrates

that attenuation will be minimal and underscores the polnt that further study of

. attenuation factors prior to implementation of nitrogen controls is not appropriate

DEM has also acknowledged that researchers agree that wwTFs represent the maiority

of the annual nitrogen toaoint to Narragansett Bly The impact of WWTF is especially

ironounced durini crltical dr! weather periods' Also, non point source inputs are

typica[y higt'est O-uring high ilow periods'-While nihogen loading throughout the year has

th! potlntiir to contrib-ute to the pool of nitrogen available durlng critical periods, the

genei"t 
"on"en"us 

of participants in the technical advisory committee that DEM

istablished to assist with efforts to develop a water quality model and TMDL for the

Fiovidence and Seekonk Rivers was that ihe winter contributlon is not significant.

This is also supported by wori completed by Doering et al' (1990) which concluded that

tneir inatysis and previous m"socosm expBriment dala showed that dissolved nitrogen

concentrat ionsintheProvidenceandSeekonkRiversresu|t formexterna|sourcss,whi |e
lower portions of the bay are largely driven by internal recycling'

Besides wastewater treatment facilities, there are many other sources of nitrogen to the

Upper Bay, including storm water, ISDS systems, and atmospherio deposiiion' The Plan

underscoies tne implrtance of the severai other pollution prevention and treatment

.uurrr". that are being lmltementea by DEM, iR[/c, and other agencies to reduce

nutrients from these other sources.

Water quality restoration plans addressing nukient impairments are underway for a . .
number ot coastar 

"touy."ntt 
unA riveri discharging to the Bay' including Gl":lylt

Bay, Kickemuit River ani Reservoir' and Palmer River' These plans identry,s0urces or-

nutrients and necessary actions to restore water quality, including both point source and

non-point sources of Pollution.

Also, many efrorts are undeMay to prevent water qualitv impacts 1:1":lill1yil-ti"ll
water runoff in undeveloped areas, and to enhance the treatment and managemenr or

storm water from uroun anJ agricultural areas. These include initiatives such as Grow

smad Rl and the Governor,s 6rowth planning council; watershed-based project to

identify, protect ano restoie iiparian buffers; and.publlc education and municipal

assistance efforts to encou;aje low impact development The state Department of

iiansportation and 36 municipalities aie workingon a maior effort to better manage

urban'storm water through th; development and implementation of storm water

management Plans.
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Comment:

DEM,Sana|ysisofthecondit ionsoftheProvidencoandSeekonkRiversisbasedondata
fromMay3i,  1995 through September2l  of  1995 and from May2'  1996through -- . .
Novemblr 14, 1996. Altliough the period of DO problems is typically the-summer' DEM

has established total nitrogen limiiaiions for the period of April 1 through october 31,

*itnout 
"ny 

specific justifi;ation as to these specific dates' This is an issue for
wastewater treatme;t facilities (especially the eady April time frame) because this is

oiten a perioo of high flow and iemperatures, which requires facilities io be constfucted
targer gian othenrviie needed to actommodate the biological kinetics of niirification and

de-nitrifi cation Processes.

Response:

while nitrogen loading throughout the year has the potentjal to contribute to th6 pool of

nitrogen aviilable during critLal period!, the general consensus of participants in the

techiical advisory committee th;t DEM estabiished to assistwith eftorts to develop a

water quality model and TMDL for the Providence and seekonk Rivers was that the
winter contribution is not significant, This is also supported by work completed by
Doering et. al. (1990) whlch stated that their analysis and previous mesocos
experirient data showed that dissolved nitrogen concentrations in the Providence and
seekonk Rivers result form external sources, while lower portions of the bay are largely

driven by internal recYcling.

Nevertheless, the DEM included a permit conditions, which requires that the facility

continue to operate all available treatment equipment throughout the rest of the ye-ar in

order to maximize tho nitrogen removal benefits' Due to the heavy dependence. of -.
biological nutrient removal 

-on 
temperature' the costs associated with year-round limits

woulJ significantty greater than the cost to achieve the seasonal limits and are not being

irpor"a-rntir inforriation is available to indlcate they are necassary. with the exception

of ihe woonsocket wwTF, the proposed permit modlfications requirc that seasonal
limits commen". May 1"tto mitigate watei quality impacts associated with excessive
algae growth. Ths draft modlflc,tion for the Woonsocket WWTF required complianc€
w'rih th-e nitrogen limits on April 1"r, consistent with the ammonia and nitrogen limits in the

existing permit. During the developmenl of the current permit, it was determined that

ammonia limits were n6cessary to ensure compliance with water quality impacts of

ammonia (dissolved oxygen a;d ammonia toxicity) on th-e Blackstone River' and

nitrogen| imitswererequiredatthatt im6.Thef ina|permitmodif icat ionhasbeen
chan-ged to commence the modified nitrogen limit on May lstconsistent with the other

wwirs. tne seasonal nitrogsn limits proposed were established and the seasonal
nulrient removal limits that aie typically assigned in RIPDES permits'

Comment:

The proposed permit modification imposes limlts.oJ 667.pounds per day of total !titlogen'
andaconcentrat ionl imitof5mg/l .FortheperiodfromApri | throughoctoberof2004'
.onitty A"t" submitted to DEM by the City shoa'/s thatthe City discharged an average of

onfy id+ pounOt per day of Nitroien, whiih ls 55% of the mass-allowed by the pmposed

mobification, The average conc"-ntration was approximately 6.5 mg/l' Although slightly

iOou" tt 
" 

5.0 mg/l limit ;f the permit' the Clty is well within lhe far more important mass

emission rates. bEM appears not to have. considered these facts at all in developing its

approach for nitrogen control.
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Response:

Asnoiedearl ier ,MERLtankexperimentssuggestLoTtreatment isrequiredtomeet
water quality standards. However, based on L comparison of technology' costs and
reductibns in the nutrient loading factors for the Provldence and Seekonk River Systems

OEl,rt t,"" established a phased ieduction strategy, The Report acknowledges that

toaoings witt increase as wwTF flows increase to their design flows, but follow.up
monito-r ingandpossib|ywaterqUaI i tymodeI ingwi| lbeneededtodeterminewhether
additionafreductions are required. Because LOT is presontly indicated' it is DEM's .
position that it is appropriate io express WWTF permit- requirements as a concentration
iimit, *hich *ill enh;nce the near-term environmental improvement, ratherlhan a

monihty load limit that would allow higher concentratlons to be discharged during p€riods

of lower WWTF flows. Rule 17.02(a) ;f the RIPDES Regulations specifies that "ln the.

case of pOTWs, permit limitations, ltandards or prohibitions shall bB calculated based
on design flow."

Comment:

DEM's permifting strategy establishes permit limits of 5 mg/l for the woonsocket faciljty'
as well as for thJse of the Narragansett Bay Commission, For four other plants, Easl
providence, Cranston, West Wa-rwick and Warwick, the 2004 Evaluation sets limits at I

'gn'N|orat ionalgispresentedforthisdi f ference.andnoneisreadi |yapparentfromthe
technical information presented.

Before DEM proceeds any further with the proposed nltrogen reduction limits and new

discharge pei'mit requirements, lwould urge you to require the following:

l .First , thatDE[,4shou|dcommiss|onascient i f icpeerreviewofthestudiesand
conciusions reached by DEM with respect to the appropriateness of the
scientific/analytical tecirniques used by DEM and the appropriateness and nesessity
oi creating new nitrogen discharge stindards, as required by the new legislation,
based upon the DEIVI analYsis.

2. Second, the costs of achieving the standard at each of the wastswater treatment
facilities in Rhode lsland wheie the standard would be applied bhould be carefully

estimated and should Include both capital and operating cost impacts for the

necessary facilities.

3. Third, completion of a comprehensive, scientific study of the impacts of- 
irnfrlmenr"tion of the nitrogen standard utilizing_currently relevant dala.of water ..
quality of the Blackstone River, Seekonk River' Providence River and Narragansett
eays-nou|dbecomp|etedandsubJectedtotheappropr iatelevelofpeerreview'

4. Fourth, DEM shou|d estab|ish a Techniea| AdViSory committee (',TAG,') with active

ci typart ic ipat ionandshou|dmeet,oint |ywithrepresentat iVesofa| | theaffected
communities and authorities that operat! wastewater treatment plants to discuss the

cost and methods offinancing the necessary improvements requked to achieve the

desired water quality in the Biy forthe benefit ofthe state of Rhode lsland.

Response:

DEM has developed a plan to achieve the 50% reduction goal when c-urrent Jt".d' 
(:!l 

-
96) are compared to proposed treatment requiremenls at approved ww lF oeslgn rlows'

Al t ,houghtheWWTFmodif icat ionswiI t in i t ia| lyachieveagreaterpelcentni t rogen
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reduclion, it will drop to 50% at design flow. DEM has developed a plan that achieves an
overall raduction of 50% from the WWTFs impacting the Providence and Seekonk
Rivers and the Upper Bay. The treatment necessary varies with the relative
environmental impact of each discharge. lt is not clearwhy the City commented that; No
rationale is presented for this difference, and none is readily apparent from the lechnical
information presented. The report indicates that greater reductions are appropriate for
those facilities located closer to the portion of the recsiving water where impacls havs
been obserued. The section "Consideralion Regarding WWTF loading reduotions'
specifically identifies and accounts for attenuatlon during tributary river transport and
from the edge of the Providence and Seekonk Rlvers to the to the area of most
significant degradation. Specific excerpts ere presented in the response to comments
received from MADEP.

Beginning in the 1980s various researchers have developed water quality models for the
Providence and Seekonk Rivers; the Narragansett Bay Proiect funded many of these.
Several meetings of academic, private consulting and government officials were held to
discuss monitoring data and technical approaches most likely to result in a successful
circulation and water quality model, In addition, two national modeling experts reviewed
the status of modeling efforts and met with the committee to discuss recommendations
for future monitoring and modeling techniques. In 1992, it was concluded that over a
50% reduction was needed to produce observabla response (higher levels for significant
response and that reliability in the screening level mod6l was substantial and provides a
good Indication of the impact of reduced nitrogen loads on phyioplankton levels (Limno-
Tech 1992).

Since the early to mid 1990s, DEM hired a consultant and has been working with a
technical advisory committee (TAC), consistlng primarily of sclentists and engineers
representing, academic, municipal, state and federal organizatlons, to calibrate a model
and develop a water quality restoration plan, or TMDL. Based on previous
recommendations, a data collection and modeling approach was daveloped. Meetings
were held throughout the model development process and suggested modifications to
the approach wer€ implemented in the hopes of producing the best sciantiflc tool for
predicting the impact of various nltrogen reduction alternatives. Despite these efforts, it
was concluded that the hydrodynamic model formulation could not adequately simulate
conditions due to the ralatively severe changes in the bathymetry in the Providence
Rivsr.

The Governor's Narragansett Bay and Watershed Planning Commission included a
Nutrient and Bacteria Pollution Panelwith representation from private consulting firms,
environm6ntal groups, WWTFs and regulatory agencies. The primary recommendation
of the Panel was to reduco nitrogen discharges from Rl wastewater treatment facilities
that discharge in the upper by or its tributarie$ by 40 to 50%' The full commission also
endorsed this recommendation.

DEM agrees that an assessment plan is needed to determino the need for future tighter
restrictions, As noted in the DEM evaluation, an integral component of this phassd
implementation approach is adequate monltoring and assessment of water quality
changes to determine if additional reductions are necessary to meet water quality
standards. DEM, in partnership with Narragansetl Bay National Estuarlne Research
Reserve, the Narragansett Bay Commission, Universjty of Rhode lsland, and Roger
Williams University, will be increasing the number of continuous water quality monitoring
stations to at least 13 by the summer of 2005. EPA is currently seeking a contractor to
assist DEIVI with the development of methods to review continuous time series
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measurements of dissolved oxygen for compliance with EPA's October 2000
recommended ambient water quallty criteria.

Although not specifically documented ln the permit modifications orthe DEM report cited
above, DEM agrees that a water quality model or other predictive tool may also be
nocessary to evaluate the need for additional nitrogen reductlons. However, it ls DEM'$
position that additional resources should not be devoted to development of such tools
until input regarding the most promising approaches, based on conslderation of past
experience, has been r€ceived by a technical advisory committee.

Comment:

The Superior Court Consent Order entered on May 19, 2000, resolving the Superior
Court suit provides within Section 8 that the City and DEM agreed to a permit limit of 10
mg/l of total nitrogen in the 2000 RIPDES permit with the proviso that "both parties
understand that RIDEM reserves the right to modiry the permit limit of 10 mg/l through
RIDEM's administrative rules of Dractice and procedure"' Part G'1 of the existing
RTPDES permit also references that the permit may be re-opened or modified in
accordance with rule 23 of the RIDEM Regulations for the Rhode lsland Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (June 26, 1984, amended February 5, 2003, effective
February 25, 2003 (RIPDES Regulations)).

Rule 23 allows the Department to modify a permit ln circumstances where ths
Department has received new information (oth6r than revised regulations, guidance' or
test methdds) which was not available at the time the permit was lssued and would have
iustified the applicatjon ofdifferent permit conditions at the time of issuance. (Rule
23(bX2)). In addition, Rule 23 allows a permit or a permit condition to be modified after
promulgation of new or amended water quality standards, effluent limitation guidelines
by EPA or judicial decisions where a permit or pormit condition was based on a prior
water quality standard or effluent limitation guidelines which have been eltered or
revoked (Rule 23(b)(3Xi)). The RIPDES Regulations also provide for modification of the
RIPDES permit under Rule 36 at the initiation of the Department within 90 days of the
adoption of new limitation guidelines and authorize the Department to provide a
schedule for compliance in accordance with Rule 20 (rule 23(3)).

It is difficultto determine from either DEM's July 2, 2004 letter, or the subsequent
December 23, 2004 Public Notice of the proposed permlt modlfication whether the
proposed modification is based on a waste load allocation (G.1. (b)) or modiflcatlon of
water quality standards for the receiving waters of the Providence and Seekonk Rivers
(G.'1(a)). li appears that the Department is not specifically proposing a total maximum
daily load (TlVlDL) for the area, but rather is relying on DEM's extrapolation of
experiments conducted at URI on Narragansett Bay to raach a conclusion that the
existing water quality standards for the Seekonk and Provldence Rivers (minimum 5'0
mg/l "except as naturally occurs") cannot be achieved without significant reductions in
total nitrogsn discharges from wastewater treatment facilities

In all resp€cts the proposed limit appears to be a water quality based effluent limit based
on the new legislation, rather than based on a TMDL, as required by the 2000 Superior
Court Consent Decree and RIPDES permit and the RIPDES Regulations (Rules 3 and
17) and without complying with TMDL regulatlons and guidance documents or obtaining
EPA aooroval.
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In effect, DEM has exceeded its authoriiy under the 2000 Superior Court Consent
Decree and RIPDES permit and applicable RIPDES regulations in proposing this permit
modification.

For all the foregoing reasons DEM should withdraw the proposed permit modifications.

Response:

As noted by the commonter, the current Woonsocket WWTF RIPDES Permit, and the
2000 Superior Court Consent Decree both recognize the Department's authority under
Rule 23 of the RIPDES Regulations to modify the current permit. By entering the
Superior Court Consent Decree, the City explicitly statsd their understanding that DEM
reserved its rights to modify the current permit limit of '10 mg through RIDEM's
administrative rules of practice and procedure. The cunent RIPDES permit also states
that the permit may be modifisd in accordance wlth Rule 23 of the RIPDES regulations
for reasons that include but are not limited to those speclfically llsted in the permit.

As provlded in Rule 23(b)(2) of the RIPDES Regulations, the proposed permit
modifications are based upon new information: namely the DEM evaluation and the
amendments to Chapter 46-12-2-(f) signed into law in 2004. The promulgation of the
proposed permit modifications is proceeding in accordance with RIDEM's administrative
rules of practice and procedure. Therefore, in proposing lhis permit modification, DEM
has not exceeded its authority under the 2000 Superior Court Consent Decree, RIPDES
permit or the applicable RIPDES regulations.

Below is a summary of the more glgnificant specific comments that wera submitted in
support of the proposed permlt modlflcations.

Commenter:

The Blackstone River coalition
Donna M. Williams, Conservation Advocacy Coordinator
414 l\4assasoit Road

-..,.. Worce$ter, lVlA 01604

Commentsi

The Blackstone River Coalition (BRC) commented that they applaud the DEM for lts
proposed limits for nitrogen on the four wastewater treatment plants under consideration
(Bucklin Point, Field's Point, East Providence and Woonsocket), and urged immediate
implementation of those limits, They also commented that of particular interest io the
BRC is the limlt for the Woonsocket wastewater treatment Plant, which, based on the
Blackstono River Initiative, is one of the overwhelming sourcas of nutrients to the
Blackstone River. specifically, the upper Blackstone water Pollution Abatement District
in Millbury, lVlassachusefts and the Woonsocket plant have been identified as the major
sources of nutrients to the Blackstone River. In setting limlts for these plants, the BRC
indicated that DEM is leading the way for Massachusetts to do the same The BRC
urged DEM to move forward with the proposed limits and slated that appeals and further
study only push the goal of a fishable/swimmable Blackstons River by 2015 furtherfrom
reacn.

Commenter:
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Blackstone River Watershed Council
Frank Matta, Chairman
P.O. Box 8068
Cumberland, Rl 02864

Comment:

The Blackstone River Watershed Council (BRWC) commented that they are collectively
convinced that the WWTFs are major contributors to certaln water quality impairments
that are experienced along th6 Blackstone Rlver. Specifically, the WWTFS are
significant contributors to water quallty impairments (such as ammonia, induced
predominantly from nutrient (nitrogen) enrichment from these discharge outfalls) and
whlch contributs heavily to water quality violations in the rlver. The BRWC agreed with
the DEM that nutrient (nltrog6n) reductions must bs established for these WWTFS now
and that, by lmplementing thase permit modifications in an expedited fashion, water
quality improvements will be measurably observed In the short term. The BRWC also
stressed the imporiance and need for bi-state actions to iake place in an expedited
fashion.

Commenter:

Jan H. Reitsma
58 Third Street
Barrington, Rl 02806

Comm€nt:

Mr. Reitsma commented that by focusing first on djscharges from WWTFS to reduce
nitrogen loading to the receiving waters, lhe DEM has set the appropriate prioriiy, and
strengthened its ability to require or advocate for nukient loading roduction in other
Iocations and from other sources. Mr. Reitsma commented that there is no
disagreement that nutrient loading involves nonpoint as well as polnt sources, and that
sources further upstream in the tributaries also contrlbute to the problems in the Bay,
however, he indicates that it would be a terrible mistake to delay the proposed regulatory
actions until more information has been developed on nonpoint source pollution or until
the DEM and agencles in other lurisdictions are ready and able to address the other
sources as decislvely as is now being proposed for these WWTFS.

Mr. Reitsma commented that it would be inaocurate to suggest that the problems would
occur regardless of nutrient loadlng, or that reducing the load won't do any good. He
indicated that the DEM deserves credit for analyzing the cost issues carefully, and for its
effort to strike the appropriate balance by not limiting the WWTFS at this time to what is
technologically possible (3 mg/l) but taking the phased approach Instead. Mr. Reitsma
commented that further efforts, by the DEM and other state entitles, are needed to help
the facilities financially, but also to find ways to implement the new llmlts most cost-
effectively.

Commenter:

Save The Bay
Marci  L.  Cole,  Ph.D.
Coastal Ecologist
434 Smith Stfeet
Provldence, RI 02908
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Comments:

Dr. Cole presented written comments on behalf of Save the Bay in which it was indicated
that they strongly supportthe nitrogen limits proposed by DEM in the permit
modifications. She cited the fact that, in June of 2004, the Rhode lsland Legislatura
passed an act stating that ''the (RIDEM) shall implement measures to achieve an overall
goal of 16ducing nitrogefi loadings from waste water tr6atment facilities (the dominant
point sources of nitrogen to Narragansett Bay) by flfty percent (5070) by December 31 ,
2008'.

The next step in this process is the implementation of nitrogen reduction at Rl
wastewater treatment facilities (WWTFs) to meet the mandat€d 50% reductlon goal.
The four permit modifications put forward by the RIDEM, along with ongolng and
completed construction at other WWTFS, will reach this 50% rsduction goal. Therefore,
Save The Bay expressed their full support for the nitrogen limits presented in the four
permit modifications.

Commenter:

Save The Bay
John Torgan
Narragans6tt BayKeeper
434 Smith Street
Providence. Rl 02908

Comments:

Mr. Torgan presented oral comments on behalf of Save The Bay in which he indicated
that Save the Bay has reviewed the draff permits and offers its full and unqualified
support for the permits. He indicated thai Save the Bay felt that the permit limits are
necessary to comply with the Clean WaterAct and the Rhode lsland Water Quality
Standards and that they are weli founded and based on the best available science. A
full-blown, total, maximum da;ly load sfudy is not necessary to recognize that reductions
are needed lmmediately to reduce the risk of further habitat degradation and the death of
more fish and plants.

Mr. Tofgan also indicated that, since the 70's, there have been dramatic water quallty
improvements in the Provldence Rlver and Narragansett Bay seen from the significanl
reduclions in toxic metals that are discharged, These improvemenls have resulted in
pollution sensitive marine life, such as oysters, winter flounder, blue crab, and striped
bass, being found well up into downtown Providence. However, Mr. Torgan indicated
that Save the Bay feels that the single greatest present threat to lhe healih of the
Providence River and Narragansett Bay ls the discharge of excessive levels if nltrogen
from wastewater. Mr, Torgan cited studies conducted in 2003 that documented low
dissolved oxygen levels during the summer throughout the Upper Bay and the
Providence River, which ate important areas for spawning winler flounder and many
other estuarine sp€cies. Mr. Torgan funher cited fish kills and other adverse impacts
caused by excessive nutrients, including the July and August 2003 fish kills.

Mr. Torgan indicated that Sav€ the Bay agrees that the flsh kills were caused by
excessive nutrients discharged by the WWTFs in combination with other contributing
environmental factors such as high ternperatures, low tides, and light wind. However,
since it is impossible to control the other factors, Save the Bay feels that it is appropriate
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to control the amount of nitrogen discharged. Save the Bay agrees with the DEM's
approach of implementing llmits now rather than walting for additional studies to confirm
what is already known today. Mr. Torgan indicated that Save the Bay does not agree
that, since nitrogen levels have remained constant over the past 30 years no change is
required. lf this is true, Save the Bay points out that the nutrient and DO levels were
unacceptable in the 70's and th6y remain unacceptable today and do not meet lh6
minimum standards established by the Clean Water Act. Mr. Torgan indicated that Save
the Bay does not expect that there will be any adverse impacts caused by implemanting
these limits today, to the contrary, Save the Bay expects that thB new limits would
improve shellfish habitats and restoro the nutrient balance in the Bav to a more natural
and healthful state.

Mr. Torgan closed by indicatod that Save the Bay feels that, by lmplementing these
limits, Rhode lsland is sending a strong message to Massachusetts that reductions in
the nitrogen Ievels at the WWTFS that are located In Massachusetts but discharge to the
Bay are required and delay in the form of additional studies, appeals, or oth6r legal
intervenlion will only serve to detract from the strong, urgent, and necessary
improvements to be made at the \'VWTFS,

Commenter:

Steven Hamburg
Brown University
Box 1 943
Providence, Rl 04912

Comments:

Dr, Hamburg, a professor at Brown University, indicated thet he is an ecosystem
ecologisl and that, for the past 3 or 4 years, ho has been working on anthropogenic
nutrient inputs into the Nanagansett Bay. Based upon his research, Dr. Hamburg
indicated that there is an unequivocal negative impact on the Bay duo to anthropogenic
nitrogen loads and that there is not an ooen scientmc question about this. There is a
preponderance of scientific evidence regardlng serious ecosystem health issues
regarding Nitrogen loading that we need to acknowledge. There has been, um, some
quesilon about the scientific basls for the proposed permit limits, and I would argue that
that is an error. There is strong scientific consensus I said that has led to this
comparable, action across the country. There is no evidence that Narragansett Bay is
different from theso ecosysiems and thus, should not be subject to the same weight of
scientific evidence ihat has been brought to bear elsewhere

ln terms of the Upper Bay, Dr. Hamburg indicated that these nitrogen loads increase the
risk of hypoxic events, invasion of non-natlve species, and the poor health of eelgrass.
Dr. Hamburg also indicated that the increas6d nitrogen loading exacerbates the impacts
of climate change. However, sincewe are unableto control the climate, Dr. Hamburg
indicaled that the future health of the Bay depends upon reducing the nitrogen
discharged from WWTFs, since that is the variable forwhich we have the largest control
over. Dr. Hamburg also Indicated that nitrogen discharges are the most significant
stress to the Bay and that a 50% reduction would have positive impacts on the Bay by
making it more resilient and increasing DO levels. Dr. Hamburg lndicated that he does
not fsel that there is any advantage to doing additional scientific studies and that we
should be focusing on how to achjeve the 50% reduction. In his opinion fudher
reductions are warranted.
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Commenter:

Wanen L. Prell
Brown University
Providence, Rl 029'12

Comments:

Based on the available data, Dr. Prell concluded that the baseline loading of nutrients is too high
in the upper bay and that the resulting productivity and oxygen depletion that causes low DO is
primarily the result of excess nutrients, He oxpressed his position that everybody in attendance
at the symposium on Block lsland agrees that nutrient loading to the Upper Bay is extremely
high. And that 60 to 70 percent of all the nutrients coming into the upper bay pass through
wastewator treatment facilitles, either dkectly, like Field Point, or indirectly comlng through
rivers. He indicated that lhe excessive amounts of nutrients being discharged into the bay ars
causing low DO levels in the Upper Bay and noted thatthese low DO levels are independent of
particular environmenlal situations such as storms and winds. Environmental Gonditions may
exacerbate, strengthen a hypoxic event, but the a base line of loading there which is supporthg
Chlorophyll levels in the upper bay are extremely high (five to 10 times higher than they are in
the lower bay). Dissolved oxygen levels are r6ally low, and I don't think people have appreciated
just how low they are. He indicated that these reductions are fully wananted, and, we should
look at evon further reduction because clearly a 50 percent reduction wlll help the upper bay,
but it will not solve it. He commented that he favors the proposal to reduce nutrient flux from the
WWTF as the most practical means of reducing nutrients flowing into the Bay.

Commenter:

Donald Pryor
Brown University
Box 1 943
Providence, Rl 02912

Gomments:

Mr. Pryor, Chairman of the Nutrient and Bacteria Panel of the Governor's Narragansett
Bay and Watershed Planning Commission, commented on the fact that the Panel's
primary recommendation was to reduce nitrogen discharges from Rl WWTFs that
discharge to the upper Bay or its tributaries by 40-50%. The full commission endorsed
that recommendation, Subsequently, the Rl General Ass€mbly passed leglslation that
was enacted into law (46-12-2(f)) calling for reduction of nitrogen loading from WWTFs
by 50% by December 31 , 2008. Mr. Pryor commented that the proposed permits are
essential for DEM to comply with this law,

Mr, Pryor also commented that voters approved a bond issue to assist in financing
upgrades to WWTFS to achieve the required reductions and that timely action is
necessary to ensure that those funds are used as intended.

Mr. Pryor commented that all of the studies and published literature agree that high
nutrient loads drive low oxygen conditions in Narragansett Bay in the summer when
mixing is low and that the panel reached its recommendation by consensus. He also
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indicated that all of the analyses were consistent in jdentifuing WWTFs as being
responsible for 60 - 70 percent of the nitrogen load to the Upper Bay. He commented
that Further study should parallel, not delay, action. A numerical process model might
provide additional insight and is a worthwhile objective of ongoing work; however, no
such model is likely to answer every question to match every aspect of the actual system
or to bs capable of predicting system behavior perfscfly.

As nutrlent reductions called for in the proposed permns are implemenled, dissolved
oxygen levels in the upper parls of the Bay wlll improve, particulerly during conditions
that now allow oxygen levels to fall below that needed to support most aquatic life. Dr.
Prior lndicated that in other areas were nutrient reductions have been imolemented.
such as Tampa and Sarasota, no negative side effects were reported. Therefore, he
indicated that the nutrient load reduction proposed in the draft permits should be
implemented without further delay.

Commenter:

Emily Saarman
33 Power Street
Providence, Rl 02903

Comm€nts:

Ms. Saarman, a graduate student at Brown Univerity, commented that, based on the
dissolved oxygon data that she has been reviewing with Dr, pell and Mr. pryor; there is
no question that the dissolved oxygen levels are extremely low durlng the summer. She
indicated that, after reviewing the data from the summer 0f2002, she found that the
dissolved oxygen levels exceed the monality rat6s for larvae in the providence River by
a factor of six (6). She also commented that tha lowest dissolved oxygen levels are
consistently seen iust south of the Fields Point WWTF, a phenomenon that she
attributes to the nitrogen discharges from the WWTF. She applauded DEM for drafting
the proposed permit modificatlons and suppoded the modiiications.

Commenter:

Senator Elizabeth Rob6rts
254 Norwood Avenue
Cranston, Rl 02905

Commant:

Senator Robefls commented that the nutrient impact on Narragansett Bay is an issue
that is very important to both peoplo in her district and lo the people of the State. She
recognized that there would be significant costs associated with compliance but
indicated that she felt thai there ar6 times when spending money is necessary, She
indicated that she is pleased to see the DEM move so quickly with the dmfting of these
modifications and gave her full support.

Commenter:

City of Providence
Mayor David N. Cicilline
Providence City Hall
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Providence, Rl 02903

Comment:

Mayor Cicilline commented that, unquestionably greater restrictions upon wastewater
trsatment plants would help improve the quality of the receiving waters. Mayor Cicilline
further commBnted that while he fully agrees that a clsan Bay is critical to restorjng
Providence's walerfront and economy, and that he offers his support of the draft
wastewater treatment plant permits for Woonsocket, East Providence and the
Narragansett Bay Commlssion, he urges DEM to be mindful of how consumers will be
able to shoulder this or any additional cost.

Comm6nter:

Gurt Spalding
2 NoMood Avenue
Cranston, Rl 02905

Comment:

Mr, Spalding, Executive Director of Save the Bay, indicated that he was providing
comments as a resident of the Providence River and President of the Edgewood Sailing
School. Based upon his personal experience, he feels that it is clear that ths Upper Bay
is impacted by dxcessive nitrogen discharges. People from all walks of life como to th6
Providence River lo use it and should enjoy the same clean water column enjoyed by a
person living in the middle and lower Bay. He speciflcally referenced, times during the
summer season many people fish In ths River bui an overabundance of ulva algae
compromises the ability to cast a bail through the water and that children at the
Edgewood Sailing School must sail through inches of macro algae in the Providence
River. Mr. Spalding stressed that poor water quality conditions should viewed as an
issue of equity, expressed his support for the DEM's proposed permit modiflcaiions and
applauded DEM for moving so quickly in proposing the modifications.

Commenter:

City of Warwick
l\,4ayor Scott Avedisian
3275 Post Road
Warwick, Rl 02886

Comment:

Mayor Avedisian commented that he supports the permits proposed by DEM and that
the proposed reductions in nitrogen loading in the Blackstone River, Providence River
and the Upper Narragansetl Bay are appropriate, necessary and consistent with the
Governols Narragansett Bay and Watershed Planning Commission's findings and
recommendations.

Mayor Avedisian also comrnented that tho City of Warwick is fully aware of the impacts
that wastewater and other pollutants have on our sensilive environmental resources and
that ihe City has made substantial commitments to improve water quality in Rhode
lsland as evidenced bythe approval ofa $130 mlllion general obligation bond bythe
voters of the City of Warwick, as well as the recent execution of authority for up to $50
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million in revenue bonds by the Warwick Sswer Authority. However, Mayor Av6dishn
commented that WaMick cannot address the pollution in Narragansett Bay alon€ and
that the clties of East Providence and Woonsocket and the Narragansett Bay
Commission must contlnue to invest in Rhode lsland's future by upgrading their
wastewater treatment facilities to furthsr reducs nutrients.

Commenter:

City of Warwlck
Councilman St6ve Merolla
229 Castle Rocks Road
Warwick, RI 02886

Comment:

Councilman Merolla commented that he is in support of the new nitrogen limits proposed
by the DEM for the City of Woonsocket and the City of East Providence municipal
wastewater treatment plants, and the NBC's Bucklin Point and Fields Point wastewaier
treatment facilities and that these reductions in nitrogen loading in the Blackstone Rivef,
Seekonk River, Providence River and the Upper Narragansett Bay are critical steps in
the effort to meet both existing USEPA water quality standards and the fifty percent
nitrogen reduction goal sei by the Rhode lsland legislature last year.

Councilman MBrolla also commented that, while the16 ls significant cost to municipalities
and the NBC to implement th6 proposed nitmgen limlts, the mandated limits have been
achieved by other Rhode lsland communities who were dedicaied to improve the water
quality of the State's waters and he urged DEM and the facility operators to work
cooperatively to put these new nitrogen limits in place as quickly as possible.

In addition to the specific comments mentioned above, the following organizations and
individuals all submitted similar comments that supported the DEM's proposed permit
modifications assigning total nitrogen permit limits to the WWTFs, in accordance with the recent
legislation that was passed requiring that DEI\4 lmplement the necessary measures to reduce
nitrogen loadings to the Providence River by 50%. Several of these commenters also urged the
DEIVI to work with the State of Massachusetts to implsment similar nutrient reductions in the
WWTFS that dischargs to the Blackstone River but are located in Massachusetts.

Organizations:

1. Brown Medical School
Department of Psychiatry & Human Behavior
Michael A. Fior i ,  M.D.
Assistant Clinical Professor
345 Blackstone Boulevard
Providenc6, Rl 02906

2. Community Boating Center
Peter Gengler
lndia Point Park
Providence, RI

3. The Gordon School
Megan Almeida
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Zoe Bogus
Blinn Dorsy
Amanda Gaynor
Rachel Gibson
Elliot Green
Chris J
Neil D. Kelly
Christopher Kingdon
Anna Mack
Denyel Monroe
Jessie Parsons
Margaret Sawdy
Karan S. Takhar
Coby Unger
Susannah Wales
Nzingha Williams-Eugene
45 Maxfield Avenue
East Providence, Rl 02914

4. Greenwich Bay Watershed Group
Richard Langseth

5. The Rhode lsland Rivers Council
Meg Kerr
P.O. Box 1565
North Kingslown, Rl 02852

6. Rhode lsland Shoreline Coalition
Harry L. Staley, President
P .O .  Box  1141
Westerly, Rl 02891

7. Saltwater Anglers Association
Stephen J. Medeiros
6 Arnold Road
Coventry, Rl 02816

Individuals:

1. Frohman C. Anderson
170 Adams Polnt Road

2. Samuei Fisher Babbitt
81 Benefit Street
Providence, Rl 02904

3. Dana Bourque

4. Roger N. Carlsien, D.D.S
433 Lloyd Avenue
Provldence, Rl 02906

5. Mike Darowski
Al Srnamnro Qtraat
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Warwick, Rl 02889

llana J. Goldstein

Arthur J. Latham, Jr,
and Doris S. Latham

Gidget Loomis
140 Duck Cove Road
North Kingstown, Rl 02852

Raymond C. Martinelli
27 Sabra Street
Cranston, Rl 02910

8 .

o

10. Liam Miner
50 Elton Street
Provldence, Rl 02906

1 1 . Richard N, Morneau
8 Scott Street
Pawtucket, Rl 02860

13. J.  Schempp
47 Arbor Drive
Providence, Rl 02908

14. Barbara M. Simone
6 Briarfield Road
Barrington, RI 02806

1 5. Marybeth Sulkowski
3 Brookfarm Road
North Providence, Rl 02904

16. Robert Sumner-Mack, M.D.
643 East Avenue
Pawtucket, Rl 02860

17. Carolyn R. Swift
50 Armstrong Avenue
Pr0vidence, Rl 02903

18, Kim Ziegelmayer
206 Adelaide Avenue
Providence, Rl 02907

HEARING REQUESTS

lf you wish to contest any of the provisions of this permit, you may requesl a formal hearlng
within thirty (30) days of receipt of this letter. The request should be submitted to the
Administrative Adjudication Division at the following address:
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Bonnie Siewart, Clerk
Depariment of Environmental Management

Oflice of Administrative Adjudication
235 Promenade Street. 3rd Floor
Providence, Rhode lsland 02908

Any lequest for a formal hearing must conform to the requirements of Rule 49 of the State Regulatlons.

STAYS OF RIPDES PERMITS

Should the Department receive and grant a request for a formal hearing, the contested
conditions of the permitwill not automatlcally ba stayed. However, the permittee, in
accordance with Rule 50, may request a temporary stay for the duration of adiudicatory hearing
proceedings. Requests for stays of permit conditions should be submitted to the Office of Water
Resources at the following address:

Angelo S. Liberti, P.E.
Ghief of Surface Water Protection

Office of Water Resources
235 Promenade Street

Providence, Rhode lsland 02908

All uncontested conditions of the permit will be effective and enforceable in accordance with the
provisions of Rule 49.
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APPENDIX A

As noted in the "Response to Comments Received on proposed permit Modifications
for lhe Fields Point, Bucklin Point, Woonsocket and East providence WWTFs,', to
provide a better estimate of the attenuation of nitrogen along the Blackstone River, the
fate and transport of sources and sinks musl be quantified.

To track the fate and transport of nitrogen sources to the MA"/RI state line a
calibrated/validated water quality model Qual2e was used to perform a reach-by-reach
mass balance (Michaelis 2005). As necessary inputs (headwaters, WWTFs, tributaries
and incremental inflows) were adjusted to match the loads measuTed downstream,

The primary mechanism for nitrogen attenuation in th6 Blackstone River is algae uptake
and retention of the algae in the water column or sediment. Therefore, attenuation will
be reduced as algae levels are controlled. In 1997 MA, USEPA and DEM completed a
WLA for ammonia and phosphorus to address excessive algae growth and dissolved
oxygen conditions in the Blackstone River (USEpA et. al 1997). As a result, the
Woonsocket, WWTF, UBWPAD and four smaller MA WWTFs (Millbrjry, Grafton,
Northbridge and Uxbridge) were required to reduce ammonia and phosphorus. Since
the MA facilities had not achieved the cufrently required ammonia and phosphorus
reductions during the 2001 sampling events, the dry weather survey three (DWS3)
model (Michaelis 2005) was re-run to simulate the attenuation which will result with
implementatjon of the WLA (including design WWTF flows).

First the mass balance analysis by Michaelis 2005 was repeated using downstream
model predictions for DWS3 (to quantify the difference between the mass balance
based on use of downstream model predictions versus measurements). This will allow a
direct comparison of the change in nitrogen attenuation due to the currenfly requhed
ammonia and phosphorus controls. Below is an example of how this analysis was
conducted.

A-I
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Table 1. Example spread sheet for computation of the contribution
during DWS3 (conducted in August 2001) based on predicted DIN
calibrated/validated QUAL2E model.

and attenuation
results from a

lb/day
Reach I Headwater (BAC0I ) 44.24

GW reachl 0.29

Contdbution (%)
99.35
0.65

Total amount | 44,53
Keach I

Reach 3 Predlcted (QUAL2E)
Predicted - Total smourt

T h . ^ - i - -  - i F ^ - - -

H€adwater (BACo I )
UBWPAD
GW reach I
cW reach2

Total amount

Contribution in the reach
GW reach3

Iredtcted (QUAI-2E)
PrEdicted - Total amount

Incoming nitrogen
Headwater (BACO I )

GW reach 1
Total amgunt

Contribution in the reach
UBWPAD
GW reacb2

Total amount | 1649.59

Before Co[ected
4',1.45 47.40

1600.37 1598.?8
0.31 0.31
l . )o  t . )o

t648.05

0.15

2.88
97.01
0.02
0.09

Total amount | 1648.20

For reach 1 the model predicted 3.23 more lbslday (7.25%) than indicated from the
direct inputs to the reach. Therefore, when evaluating reach 2 the inputs from reach 1
were adjusted by 7 .25%: the Headwater load was increased by 3.1 lbs/day (7 .25% of
3.23 lbs/day) and the groundwater load was increased by 0.02 lbs/day (7.25o/o of 3.23).
The corrected loads were added to the loads within Reach 2 (UBWPAD and
groundwater) to determine the total amount at the start of Reach 3 (end of Reach 2) for
comparison to the model predictions. This iterative process was continued to the Mp,iRl
state line. A summary of the final results are presented in Table 2. The percent delivery
to the MAJRI state l[ne was d€termined from the corrected load at the state line and the
initial load,

47.76

% Change (Predicted
vB. Total)



Table 2. Percent Delivery and percent contribution of MA WWTF to the MAJRI state line
under DWS3.

At MA./RI state line

Point Source lnitial Load
(lb/day)

Final Load at l\,4A,/Rl
state line (lb/day) Delivery (o/o) oontdbution (%)

UBWPAD 1600 1 1 0 8 69

lvllllbury WWIF 164 OY t , 6

Grafton WWTF 163 11'l oo

Uxbridge WWTF oo

Total WWTF 1999 1399 70 95.2

Next, the model was run with WWTF design flows and currently required permit limits
for ammonia and phosphorus. Consistent with the WLA and the UBWPAD's compliance
efforls (Walsh 2005), it was assumed that UBWpAD would denitrify to achieve total
nitrogen of 10 mg/|. Below is a summary of the results.

Table 3. Percent delivery and percent contribution of MA WWTF to the MfuRl slate line
under DWS3 at design flows and currently required permit limits for ammonia and

At MA'/RI state line

Point Source lnitial Load at end
of pipe (lb/day)

Final Load at Ml,/Rl
state line (lb/day) Delivery (%) Conhibution (%)

UBWPAD 3780 3493 92 79

Millbury WWTF 312 93 7

Grafton WWTF 239 2't9 92 5

Jxbridge WWTF 300 ZYJ 98

Total WWTF 4655 4 3 1 9 93 98

The fate and lransport frcm the MA,/RI state line to the mouth of the River expected
when WWTFs meet their current permit limits, was evaluated by applying the methods
described above to the results of the 1997 WLA model.
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Table 4. Percent delivery and
WWTF to the MA,/RI state line

percent contribution of the MA loading and Woonsocket
under 7Q10 River flows conditions, design WWTF flows

and currentlv reouired permit limits for ammonia and phos

At mouth of the Blackstone River

Point Source lnitial Load
(lb/day)

Final Load at mouth of
the Blackstone River

(lb/dav)
Delivery (%) Contribution (%)

MA Loadlng 4877 3852 79 80

Woonsocket 1063 9 1 6 86 1 9

By combining the delivery from each MA WWTF to the state line with that of the MA
Loading ftom the state line to the mouth of the river (79%), reflned delivery factors were
computed for each MA WWTF. For example the UBWPAD delivery factor from the point
of discharge to the mouth of the Rlver = 0.92"0.78 ot 72 %.

Table 5. Oelivery and contribution at state line MA./RI and mouth of the Blackslone River
for each WWTF

At state line MAJRI At mouth of the Blackstone River

Point Source Delivery (%) Contributlon (%) Delivery (%) Conkibution (%)

UBWPAD 79 72

Woonsocket WWTF d o
' to

Millbury WWTF 92 7 72 c . I

Grafton \ryWTF 7 1

Uxbridge \ryWTF 98 7 77
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